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Abstract
Context. How end user development can be enabled and made attainable through the use of a web based                  
graphical user interface, in systems that contains logic for handling BPMN flows as variation points.               
Investigated from a UX and usability perspective. 
Objectives. Designing prototypes of such a web-based interface, and then evaluating the usability with regards               
to the usability attributes effectiveness and learnability , with the goal finding relevant usability issues &               
solutions as well as investigating how the two usability attributes affected the participants’ subjective              
satisfaction . 
Methods. Two prototype versions were implemented, one based upon the other. A usability inspection (expert               
evaluation) was performed after the first prototype version (named alpha) was finished and the second version                
(named beta) was built based on that feedback. The usability of the prototypes were then evaluated in usability                  
test sessions using the think aloud method together with the SUS (System Usability Scale) questionnaire. 
The recorded data from the usability test sessions was analysed. Usability issues & solutions were noted,                
filtered, tagged and grouped by design principle with the goal of looking for patterns. SUS scores were                 
calculated from the questionnaires. Additional factor analysis was performed on the SUS data to get separate                
usability and learnability scores. 
Results. The results consisted of SUS scores for both prototypes together with learnability and usability scores.                
Common and noteworthy usability issues & solutions grouped by design principle. Detailed appendixes with              
scenarios exemplifying recorded video & voice data for four of the most relevant test participants. 
Conclusions. The two prototypes were compared. Improvements to effectiveness and learnability was found to              
have a positive impact on the participants’ subjective satisfaction in the described context. Additionally, a               
number of usability issues and solutions was identified that could be of value when developing similar software.                 
In summary, the following findings were made related to effectiveness : 

● Adding constraints to the number of options available to users helped increase effectiveness.
● The lack of keyboard shortcuts was a deal breaker for many users and had a negative impact on                 

effectiveness..
● Consistency in navigation was more important than expected.
● The lack of functionality for saving drafts in the browser, without downloading, was something that              

most users expected and was surprised not to find.
● Several users expected their drafts to be automatically saved. They were frustrated when their changes              

were lost without warning.
● The lack of an undo function was also a big issue for users, causing problems with recovery.
● Giving immediate feedback with a notification popup after users had deployed a flow worked well and               

was easier to implement than expected.
● The connection tool that ship with bpmn-js was hard to learn and use for several users.

Additionally, some learnability  related findings: 
● Sandbox intended to boost learnability but caused problems with effectiveness.
● The BPMN notation was not familiar to the test participants. Some training or introduction would have               

been necessary in a real usage scenario.
● When important functionality was concealed in submenus it was harder for users to learn how to               

operate the editor, specifically a problem with the context pad.
● Properties panel. Issues with visibility of single items due to tabs being too cluttered. Affordance issues               

on input/output parameters tab. Consistency issue with the bpmn.io logo being placed in the where              
users expected a save button.

● Consistency. Negative impact on learnability due to lack of keyboard shortcuts. Users likely to learn              
faster if they could use the shortcuts they already know. Placement of the download button not               
consistent with other webapps. Unconventional to only have drag and drop for upload and no button.

● Issues with visibility and consistency related to maximizing/minimizing editor in beta prototype.
● Familiarity findings related to deploy button colour and label might have affected learnability.

Keywords: Usability, Business Process Modeling, End User 
Development, Graphical User Interfaces 
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1. Introduction 

This thesis investigates usability aspects of how end user development can be made attainable              

in a system that handle BPMN flows as variation points. The problem is investigated by               

building and testing two graphical user interface prototypes. To achieve high usability there             

was a need for a user interface that let the user perform end user development with a                 

minimum of switching between tools. The goal of the project was to design prototypes of               

such a GUI as a web-based interface, and then evaluate the usability with regards to the                

usability attributes “effectiveness ”, “learnability ” and the user’s “subjective satisfaction ”. The          

thesis project was a collaboration between BTH and Ericsson in Karlskrona. 

1.1 Background & context 

In many systems there is a need for the customer or end user to modify selected logic in the                   

system after it has been delivered. This is a case of End User Development, which is "a set of                   

methods, techniques and tools that allow users of software systems, who are acting as              

non-professional software developers, at some point to create, modify, or extend a software             

artifact" (Lieberman et. al cited in Stoitsev et. al, 2008, p.85). In order to enable end user                 

development the system exposes certain parts of the logic through gateways called variation             

points. A challenge is to present these variation points in a usable way. It must be clear what                  

is possible to change through a variation point, how to do it and what the consequences are.                 

The internal and often complicated logic of the system must be made understandable enough              

that a user can modify it. 

 

This thesis is an attempt to chip away at that problem, by investigating how it can be solved                  

in the context of a web application GUI that operate on variation points exposed as               

executable BPMN flow diagrams. Applying BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation)           

in such a way enables users to configure selected logic in the system through graphical               

flowchart style diagrams. (See Figure 1.2-1) The desired benefit would be to allow users that               

possess domain technical and business knowledge to perform some tasks that would normally             

require the involvement of software developers. 
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Figure 1.2-1: Early mockup of proposed GUI pattern 

 

The core characteristics of the presented pattern (Figure 1.2-1) is considered general enough             

to be applicable for any system that expose logic through BPMN. However, in this thesis the                

scope is limited to a fictive system that handle subscriptions, such as phone or broadband               

Internet subscriptions. The pattern is not used for creating actual subscriptions, such activities             

would take place when using the system. Instead the focus is on configuring the logic of the                 

system, for example how subscriptions are created in the general sense. Examples of use              

cases would be to change the configuration so that some tasks are automated or to integrate                

with third party systems. 

1.2 Aim and objectives 

The aim of this study was to design, prototype and test the usability of a web application that                  

let the end user configure selected logic in a system after the system has been delivered (end                 

user development). Usability was investigated with a focus on the attributes “effectiveness ”            

and “learnability ”. 

 

The following objectives were set to be achieved in order to accomplish the aim: 
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● Study the company’s current solution for end user development and select what            

functionality is relevant to include in the web application prototypes. 

● Develop a GUI design and implement the design in an alpha prototype. 

● Perform a usability evaluation on the prototype in form of a usability inspection to              

gather information about potential usability issues related to “effectiveness ” and          

“learnability ”. 

● Further develop the prototype into a beta, based on the feedback from the usability              

inspection. 

● Perform another usability evaluation through usability tests with users to gather           

feedback on both designs and compare the alpha and beta version of the prototype              

with each other. The aim of this evaluation is to verify if the improvements resulted in                

higher “effectiveness ” and “learnability ”, and to investigate which of the versions           

users prefer (subjective satisfaction ). 

1.3 Research questions 

The research question context is web application prototypes that gives the impression of             1

enabling end user development by presenting software variation points as BPMN flows. In             

that context the two research questions were: 

● RQ1: What usability issues & solutions related to the usability attributes           

“effectiveness ” and “learnability ” will be discovered by designing, testing and          

comparing two prototype versions in the described context? 

● RQ2: How does the usability attributes “effectiveness ” and “learnability ” affect          

overall user satisfaction  in the described context? 

1.4 Terminology and definitions 

This section describes some of the definitions and terminology that are used in the thesis.  

1 The word impression was chosen to reflect that the prototype would not be connected to any real backend,                   
however a user testing it should get the impression that it was. 
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1.4.1 Usability and usability attributes 

According to Brooke (1996) “Usability does not exist in any real or absolute sense; it can                

only be defined with reference to particular contexts” (Brook, 1996, p.1). In the ISO 9241-11               

usability is the “Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified                 

goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” (ISO             

9241-11:1998) 

 

Another definition of usability, by Shackle, is “the capability in human functional terms to be               

used easily and effectively by the specified range of users, given specified training and user               

support, to fulfil the specified range of tasks, within the specified range of environmental              

scenarios” (Shackel, 2009, p.340). 

 

In this thesis, the usability attributes “effectiveness ” (ISO 9241-11:1998), “learnability ”          

(Nielsen, 1994) and to some extent also “satisfaction ” (ISO 9241-11:1998 and Nielsen, 1994)             

will be studied in greater detail. 

Effectiveness 

Effectiveness is described by ISO as the “Accuracy and completeness with which users             

achieve specified goals” (ISO 9241-11:1998). This is not the same as Efficiency, which is              

described as “The resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with             

which users achieve goals" (ISO 9241-11:1998). As an example, effectiveness might be            

measured as the percentage of users that achieve a certain goal and a resource expended               

might be time, meaning efficiency could be measured as the time it took to achieve the goal.                 

As mentioned the scope of this thesis was focused on effectiveness. 

Learnability 

Learnability is, according to Nielsen, one of the fundamental usability attributes, due to the              

fact that most systems needs to be easy to learn. Nielsen refers to learnability as the time it                  

takes for the user to reach a specified level of proficiency in using the system (Nielsen, 1994). 
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Satisfaction 

Nielsen explains satisfaction as “The system should be pleasant to use, so that the users are                

subjectively satisfied when using it; they like it” (Nielsen, 1994, p.26) and in the ISO               

9241-11 Satisfaction is described as “Freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes           

towards the use of the product” (ISO 9241-11:1998). 

1.4.2 BPMN & Camunda 

Business Process Management and Notation (BPMN) is a standard which describes internal            

business procedures in a graphical notation. This gives organizations the ability to            

communicate these procedures in a standardized form. (BPMN, no date). 

 

In the context of this thesis BPMN is used as a collaboration tool between developers and end                 

users. Program modules created by developers can later be used by end users to create or                

modify business flows, without involving developers. This enables high flexibility in the            

business process. 

 

“Camunda is an open source platform for workflow and business process management“            

(Camunda, 2016a). It is “a desktop application for editing BPMN process diagrams and             

DMN decision tables” (Camunda, 2016b). Camunda is also “an execution engine for BPMN,             

CMMN and DMN” (Camunda, 2016c). In the context of this thesis the execution engine is               

interesting because it provides means with which to make BPMN diagrams executable, i.e.             

items in the diagram can be connected to code implementations and then run             

programmatically. 

1.4.3 End user development & variation points 

According to Todor Stoitsev et. al End-User Development is defined as “a set of methods,               

techniques, and tools that allow users of software systems, who are acting as non-professional              

software developers, at some point to create, modify, or extend a software artefact”             

(Lieberman et. al cited in Stoitsev et. al, 2008, p.85). 
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In order for end user development to be possible the system must have an architecture and                

implementation that expose this functionality towards the end user. Such gateways in the             

system are called variation points; pre-defined points at which the user can modify selected              

logic within certain boundaries. 

 

There are, according to Diana L Webber and Hassan Gomaa (2002), two approaches to              

modeling variation points. In one approach the variation points are modeled so that the core               

asset developer can manage the variability of the core assets or core components. Core assets               

are described as “reusable artifacts and resources that form the basis for the software product               

line” by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI, 2016). This means that only the core asset               

developers understand and can use the design of the variation point. Webber further explains              

that the core asset developer builds and maintains the variants used in the applications and               

that the re-user later chooses between a set of those variants for each variation point and                

creates an application. When a variant non-existent in the core asset is needed, the core asset                

developers has to add that variant to make it available for all the re-users. This gives a great                  

degree of control to the core asset developers. “Modeling the variation points, helps the core               

assets developer to manage and build new variants” (Webber and Gomaa , 2002, p.110 ). 

 

The second approach, according to Webber and Gomaa, “models the variation points so that              

the re-user of the core assets can build unique variants from the variation points” (Webber               

and Gomaa, 2002 p. 109). This gives the re-users the flexibility to tailor the core assets to                 

their specific needs, thereby making them more reusable. With this approach, it is important              

that a variation point is modeled such that the re-user gets enough knowledge to build a                

variant. This also means that the core asset developer does not need to maintain every               

possible variant, which is very helpful e.g. when a variant is unique and will not be used by                  

anyone else. 

 

Regardless of the approach chosen, it is important that variations points are adequately             

modeled so that they can be maintained and managed (Webber and Gomaa, 2002). 

 

In the context of this thesis the second version of how to model variation points is the most                  

applicable, since end users are free to create their own variations. 
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1.6 Related Work 

In Todor Stoitsev’s et al (2008, p. 84–99). study, From Personal Task Management to              
End-User Driven Business Process Modeling , an approach for involving business users in            
process modeling towards enhanced adaptability of BPM to users’ needs and process changes             
is presented. Stoitsev suggests that tailoring of a process is ensured by a “gentle slope of                
complexity” (Stoitsev, 2008, p.86), where it is possible for users to tailor reusable process              
definitions independent of their background in IT or company. Their study was of a CTM               
prototype and showed that the presented approach in their paper is adequate and reduces the               
gap between work tasks and End-User Development. 
 
In their work on Business Process Models and Information System Usability in 2015,             
Bicevskis and Bicevska propose that business process diagrams can be used directly as part              
of an application interface in order to improve usability when managing and visualizing             
business process execution. (Bicevskis and Bicevska, 2015) Their work is related by dealing             
with usability in connection to Business Process Models. However, the work of Bicevskis             
and Bicevska differs from this thesis in that it is centered around usability in the execution of                 
business processes, whereas this thesis focus on usability surrounding the modeling of            
business processes. Modeling and execution are separate activities. 
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2. Method 

The methods chosen for this thesis can be divided into three groups: a study part with a small                  

literature study, an implementation part with the objective of building prototypes and finally             

an evaluation part focusing on usability inspection and testing. The overview sections below             

outline these parts in short and following sections give more details on the process and               

chosen methods. 

2.0.1 Study overview 

The main activity in this part was a literature study. The aim of that study was to determine                  

design principles that could enhance the usability attributes effectiveness and learnability , in            

the context of the requirements stipulated by the company (such as design rules and UX               

guidelines).  

2.0.2 Implementation overview 

During the implementation phase the principles chosen from the literature study gave a             

foundation to build upon when designing the prototype GUI. The implementation was            

realized as an interactive mockup by using the Rapid Prototyping tool Axure together with              

JavaScript. An open source web based BPMN modeler (bpmn-js) was integrated into the             

mockup to provide BPMN modeling capabilities. Two prototype versions were implemented,           

an alpha followed by a more developed beta version. 

2.0.3 Evaluation overview 

An initial usability evaluation was performed early in development, as soon as an alpha              

version of the prototype was complete. The method used for this evaluation was a usability               

inspection (also known as an expert evaluation). Two UX experts were asked to evaluate the               

usability of the prototype GUI with focus on effectiveness and learnability . A main difference              

between the inspection and the usability test with users that was performed later on was that                

the experts were not users performing a task. Instead the inspection was performed in the               

form of an informal discussion with the experts while taking note of their feedback. The two                

experts did not participate in the same session; there were two separate sessions. 
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Usability testing, with users performing tasks in a controlled environment, was conducted            

once the beta version of the prototype was complete. Two methods were chosen for the               

usability tests, thinking aloud and a questionnaire. Both were used during the same session.              

Every participant would test both the alpha and beta version of the prototype. Half of the                

participants started with the alpha and the other half started with the beta. Once finished with                

the first version the participant was asked to fill out a questionnaire and then moved on to test                  

the second version. The aim of the questionnaire and the thinking aloud method was to               

collect data about the participant’s perception of effectiveness , learnability  and satisfaction . 

2.1 Literature Study 

The main focus of the performed literature study was to determine design principles that              

could enhance the usability attributes effectiveness and learnability . In addition to such            

design principles a framework for interactive design was investigated. 

2.1.1 Design Principles 

The three usability attributes that were the focus of this thesis have rather broad definitions.               

According to Wallace et al (2013) effectiveness is the “accuracy and completeness with             

which users achieve specified goals“ (Wallace et al, 2013). Jakob Nielsen describes            

learnability as the ease with which first time users to accomplish basic tasks and satisfaction               

as how pleasant the system felt to use for the user (NNgroup, 2016). 

 

In order to understand the factors that affect learnability , effectiveness and satisfaction in an              

application, a breakdown into smaller more concrete principles was helpful. David Benyon            

(2013) describes usability with three main groups of design principles: Learnability,           

Effectiveness and Accommodation. Those three groups in turn contains different design           

principles that enhances the usability in the aspects of learnability (1-4), effectiveness (5-9)             

and accommodation (10-12). The principles are summarized by Benyon using the sentence:            

“Helping people access, learn and remember the system [1-4] giving them the sense of being               

in control, knowing what to do and how to do it safely and securely [5-9] in a way that suits                    

them [10-12]” (Benyon, 2014, p.86-87; numbers in brackets are references to the list below).              
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The following list contains summaries of Benyon’s definitions as well as examples of how              

the principles might be applied in practice. 

 

1. Visibility: Make things visible so that people can see what functions are available.             

This can be achieved by avoiding non-clashing colours and clutter. It can also be              

achieved by displaying information using tables and graphs. 

2. Consistency: The use of design features should be consistent with similar already            

existing systems in the same area and with the standard way of working. Achieved              

e.g. by the use of standard web features as a blue underline to show a link or to have                   

the logo in the top left. 

3. Familiarity: To create the feeling of familiarity, symbols and a language the intended             

audience is familiar with, such as frequently used icons in the area. If it is in a                 

completely new system where there are no elements of familiarity in advance, a             

suitable metaphor should be created. 

4. Affordance: “Design things so that it is cleared what they should be used for”              

(Benyon, 2014, p.87). For example make buttons look “clickable” so that people are             

encouraged to “push” the button; menus are expected to be at the top of the screen;                

grayed out items will not be clickable et cetera. In short design so that “People               

familiar with the standards would know what to expect” (Benyon, 2014, p.87).  

5. Navigation: Let the users navigate and move around through the system. Navigation            

include features such as menus, maps, directional signs and so on. A good Navigation              

system will encourage people to learn more about the system. 

6. Control: Make it clear for the user who has the control, but allow the user to be in or                   

have the feeling of being in control. The feeling of being in control is enhanced when                

there is a clear logical mapping between controls and the response that they give. It is                

important to make it clear what the system will do and what will happen. 

7. Feedback: To give feedback from the system that something has happened is an             

important part of enhancing a system. Instant feedback such as when a button is              

pressed should be given. “Constant and consistent feedback will enhance the feeling            

of control” (Benyon, 2014, p.87). 

8. Recovery: Recovery means it should be possible to recover from mistakes quickly.            

To enhance recovery in a system an autosave on the work in progress functionality              
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can be implemented, so that if the system unexpectedly goes down the whole data is               

not lost. Another way of enhancing recovery can be to implement undo/redo            

functionality so that if a mistake is made it will be fairly easy to recover from it. 

9. Constraints: To provide constraints such as graying out items on a menu that are not               

available is a way to avoid users doing inappropriate things in the system. 

10. Flexibility: To enable the possibility to do the same thing in various ways makes the               

system feel more flexible. Another way of enhancing the feeling of flexibility would             

be to enable some customization in the system e.g. personalization. 

11. Style: If a system is stylish and attractive it will enhance the feeling of              

accommodation. 

12. Conviviality: The system should be polite and friendly. E.g. if a mistake has been              

made in the system it should ask “would you like to try again?”. 

2.1.2 PACT framework 

PACT (People, Activities, Context, Technology) is a structure used in interactive design to             

analyze with whom, what and where a user interact with a UI. A PACT analysis is done by                  

scoping out the variety of all people, activity, context and technology factors possible or              

likely to occur in the specified domain (Benyon, 2014). PACT is a useful framework for               

thinking about a design situation and is used in the thesis to develop and better understand the                 

needs of the interactive system called “Flow Management”. Below follows a summary of the              

PACT factors from Benyon’s book Designing interactive systems (Benyon, 2014). PACT is            

used by analysing the problem in all of these aspects. 

 

People 

People vary in terms of physical characteristics, such as e.g. their length or ergonomics, and               

psychological differences, such as poor spatial ability, in their usage of systems. A clear,              

logical and consistent conceptual design is easier to communicate to the users. To create a               

mental model of how a user normally reacts to something, when you are at an early stage in                  

development and design, is a good practice. Such a model could be e.g. all the steps from                 

how to start an e-mail application to how to send it. When using the framework, such aspects                 

should be investigated. 
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Activities 

Activity refers to the task being performed, with the focus mainly on the overall purpose of                

the task. Temporal aspects of the activities, such as regularity, should be taken into              

consideration. Frequently performed activities should be easy to use and activities performed            

less frequently should have enhanced learnability. The activities should be designed to be             

easily resumed if interrupted and countermeasures should be made to prevent missing            

important steps if an interruption occurs.  

 

Context 

The context should always be analyzed in relation to the activities since there is no activity                

without a context or vice versa. To define the context one need to answer questions such as:                 

Who are going to use the system most frequently, where is it going to be used? Is it going to                    

be used at an office or at home? Are there any physical aspects to consider such as light or                   

locations? Are there any security considerations to be made? The physical environment of the              

activity is an important matter to keep in mind; as is the social context in which the system                  

will be used. 

 

Technology 

Technology is the medium used to accomplish the task such as keyboard, mouse, what              

display is used etc. What software is needed to perform the task is also related to this factor. 

2.2 Implementation methods 

In this section the methods used to implement the prototypes are described. The prototypes              

were used for the usability tests performed towards the end of the project. In the very                

beginning of the project a mockup was made in PowerPoint to illustrate an early version of                

the UX pattern used for the prototypes.  

2.2.1 PACT in practice 

The pact framework was used to analyze the system in the aspects people, activities, context               

and technology. The different factors combined to help to build a clearer picture of in what                
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context the system needed to be usable. The results of the PACT analysis outlined below               

gave a foundation to stand upon when making design choices during the prototyping process. 

 

People 

The main users of the system were concluded to be Business Configuration Engineers and              

Solution Integration Engineers. To some degree the developers that create the initial flow             

variants that ship with the system were also potential users. 

In the scope of this thesis a Business Configuration Engineer was considered to be someone               

employed at a customer company with work tasks related to configuring business logic in the               

system, i.e. acting as a link between the technical and the business related. 

In contrast a Solution Integration Engineer typically work for the company that produce the              

system, in this case Ericsson, and work with assisting customers in integrating and             

configuring the system to their liking. 

In this thesis Business Configuration Engineers and Solution Integration Engineers will be            

collectively referred to as System Configurators  or the System Configurator Personas . 

 

Activities 
As described in the literature study activities refers to the activities being performed in the               

system by the user. In this system, the activities were centered around configuring and              

deploying new versions of BPMN flows. The system needed to have support for browsing              

available flows and to be able to view these individually in the browser as BPMN diagrams.                

It was also to be possible to edit the flows in the browser with a built in BPMN modeler,                   

including support for Camunda specific parameters. The user was also to be able to download               

flows as bpmn files for offline editing and to upload flow diagrams from disk to continue                

previous work. Finally it was to be possible to deploy diagrams as new versions of flows.                

These were the minimum requirements for what activities should be possible to perform in              

the system. There were also stretch goals for the system’s functionality: the ability to upload               

new java implementations and to save drafts in the system instead of downloading work in               

progress to disk. There was also an idea to implement an activity browser where the user                

could browse and select among available java activity classes (implementations) or to be able              

to view basic Javadoc for activity classes.  
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For examples of activities in practice see Appendix A for the tasks given to users during the                 

usability test. 

 

Context 

The context of the flow management system was that it were to be used to configure flows at                  

a workplace after some basic training in how to use the system. The flow manager was                

designed to be used during the initial configuration of the system and in case of system                

updates requiring new configurations, as well as if the customer’s business needs changed             

drastically. The focus in this thesis was on the main scenario with configurations of flows for                

first time users that only had basic knowledge about the system. Another scenario, that was               

out of scope of this thesis, was a user returning to the system after some time to make                  

changes to the configuration. 

 

Technology 

The required technology to run the flow management prototype on was a Laptop or a PC with                 

the screen resolution of 1366x768. It had to have a version of Windows 7 running with the                 

web browser Google Chrome. A keyboard was needed if a PC was used otherwise the built-in                

keyboard in the laptop would be used. The use of a mouse was optional on laptops with                 

trackpad but made the use of the system more comfortable. In the usability tests, a laptop                

with an additional mouse was used in all the sessions. 

2.2.2 Prototyping tools 

The following section describe the tools used for implementing the prototypes together with a              

discussion on why those tools were chosen and what could have been done differently.  

PowerPoint mockup 

Two high fidelity mockups were created early in the project using Microsoft PowerPoint. The              

idea was to communicate the idea to stakeholders and get early feedback. In this initial               

mockup, the Flow Management GUI is split into two main screens, a Flow browser for               

viewing flows (See Figure 2.2.2-2) and a Create flow page with the possibility to edit and                

save new versions of flows (See Figure 2.2.2-1). In the actual prototypes developed later on               

these two views were combined into one page. 
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Figure 2.2.2-1: Create flow screen mockup 

 

 

Figure 2.2.2-2: Flow browser screen mockup 

 

These mockups contain some features that did not make it into the prototypes for various               

reasons. Most notable among these is the save draft function, filter function and the              

possibility to open a specific version of a flow. 
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Axure RP 

 

Figure 2.2.2-3: Axure RP 

Axure is a software tool for wireframing & rapid prototyping, primarily intended for web and               

desktop applications (See Figure 2.2.2-3). The version used for this thesis was Axure RP 8               

Pro. The tool was used to build interactive mockups of the user interface, with the exception                

of the BPMN modeler which was embedded through the use of inline frames. JavaScript              

events were used to communicate with the modeler. 

 

Justinmind, another prototyping tool similar to Axure, was also considered but ultimately            

Axure was chosen. Axure had a very active community and upon finding out that that it was                 

possible to inject JavaScript into Axure prototypes it was decided to go with Axure to get                

more power and freedom when solving potential problems. Hacking JavaScript into the            

Axure prototype did work but the journey turned out to be more of a challenge than                

anticipated.  

 

Another possible choice would have been to implement the prototype as a real webapp using               

Ericsson’s in-house UI SDK. This would have saved a lot of time that was spent on branding                 

and styling widgets in Axure, but that was not known when making the decision. Axure could                

not apply styling from a custom CSS so the styling of all elements had to be made manually                  
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to get the right look and feel of a branded Ericsson UI. The decision to not use UI SDK was                    

primarily influenced by a lack of experience in the framework. As novices, it was considered               

a big risk to be bogged down in technical problems that could have prevented getting the                

quick visual results that was necessary. In addition to styling, another thing that took a lot of                 

time in Axure was making the mockups interactive. It is likely that much of the interactivity                

would have been easier and faster to solve in code. The effort required to get desired results                 

with the “graphical programming” approach used by Axure quickly grew out of proportion             

when attempting to introduce more complex functionality such as branded dropdowns and            

accordion menus. Additionally, the ability to reuse such widgets was more cumbersome than             

anticipated. These hardships, together with the very tight time frame of the project, actually              

prevented the realization of some interesting concepts and designs. 

bpmn-js 

An open source web based BPMN modeler (bpmn-js) was integrated into the Axure mockup              

to provide BPMN viewing and modelling capabilities. Bpmn-js is a JavaScript library built             

by Camunda . It provided the Camunda support needed for configuring the flows from the              

browser, i.e. connecting flow items to Java implementations and adding input parameters.            

This was one of the reasons for choosing it, in addition to the library being highly                

customizable and extensible open source software. Despite its young age the framework was             

found to be surprisingly mature. The modular nature of bpmn-js made it relatively easy to               

work with, even for a JavaScript novice. However, the code base was too large to permit                

anything but basic modifications inside the scope of the thesis project. There was simply not               

enough time to learn how to do advanced modifications.  

 

The following modifications were performed on the bpmn-js modeler: 

● Added bpmn-js properties panel 

● Deactivated superfluous tabs in properties panel 

● Modified palette and context-pad modules 

● Some small html fixes (welcome text, width and placement of elements) 

● Interaction with the Axure mockup through JavaScript events 
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When creating a locked down palette in the beta version some inspiration was acquired from               

the Sparta Systems lockdown project (sparta-bpmn-js ). Sparta-bpmn-js is a restricted version           2

of the bpmn-js web modeler featuring some rather clever restrictions, most of which were out               

of scope of this thesis. 

2.3 Alpha prototype implementation 

The PACT analysis together with the PowerPoint mockup and a basic understanding of             

Ericsson’s UX design rules was used as input when designing and implementing the alpha              

prototype (Figure 2.3-1 ). The paragraphs below highlight features implemented for the alpha            

prototype and what usability design principles those features put into practice. 

 

Figure 2.3-1: Alpha prototype overview 

2.3.1 Flow browser 

One of the activities that the user should be able to perform in the system was to browse                  

among available flows and select a flow to take action on. In order to achieve this a tree style                   

browser was used (See Figure  2.3-2). 

2 https://bpmn.io/blog/posts/2015-locking-down-bpmn-js.html 
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Figure 2.3.1-1: Tree style browser. 

The tree grouped the flows by interface (subscription flows) and then by entity (subscriptions,              

services). Finally, the leaf nodes were the different operations possible to take on an entity,               

represented as flows. 

 

The tree style interface was chosen to promote consistency and familiarity , two of the              

learnability design principles. This type of browser is common when browsing the file system              

of a computer and, to help users recognize that, folder and file icons was used for the nodes.                  

The pattern also promote visibility by showing the available flows grouped in a logical              

hierarchy, further aiding learnability. 

 

The browser was also used for navigation purposes. Upon clicking a flow in the browser the                

selected flow opened in the editor panel. The selected item was also highlighted in bold to                

give feedback to the user about which flow was open and that this flow would be affected by                  

the actions available in the action panel and the editor (control ). Hovering over a flow in the                 

list would change its formatting to underlined to signal that it was clickable, making the               

experience consistent  with other web interfaces. 

2.3.2 Editor panel 

The editor panel was achieved by integrating a bpmn-js modeler into the interface. The              

properties panel feature (on the right side in the editor panel) was activated but the alpha                

prototype made almost no other modifications to the out-of-the box functionality of bpmn-js.             
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The content of the properties panel changed depending on what item the user selected in the                

editor. Some of the tabs in the properties panel were removed since the functionality was not                

needed, resulting in the panel visible in Figure 2.3.2-1 . 

 

 

Figure 2.3.2-1 Changed properties panel 

The most important purpose of the properties panel in the prototype was that it provided the                

means to connect java implementations to items in the BPMN diagram. This was done by               

choosing “Java Class” as implementation in the Details section on the General tab. The full               

name of the Java class then had to be entered into an adjacent text box. In addition, the                  

Input/Output tab could be used to define variables that would be available to the Java class                

upon execution. 
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2.3.3 Actions panel 

 

Figure 2.3.3-1 Create button in the alpha version 

In order to let the user deploy a modified flow, through creating a new version of the opened                  

flow, the alpha prototype contained a blue button labeled “Create” (See Figure 2.3.3-1 ). The              

blue colour was chosen in accordance with the UX guidelines to mark it as a primary button,                 

i.e. to signal that the functionality of the button was more important than other surrounding               

controls. When the button was pressed, a label was displayed to give the user instant feedback                

that a new flow version had been successfully created. The idea was that the user should                

press this button only when satisfied with the modifications done to the flow, in order to                

deploy the flow into the live system. A short explanation of the button’s functionality could               

be accessed as an info balloon by hovering the info icon next to the button. 

 

For saving and restoring work in progress drafts the built-in download and upload             

functionality in bpmn-js was utilized. In the editor it was possible to download the open               

diagram by clicking a download button and flows could be opened from disk through              

drag-and-drop. This behaviour was described through info balloons visible when hovering           

over the download and upload labels respectively. 

2.3.4 Other remarks 

It was decided that the filter functionality from the mockup was not to be implemented since                

it was not an essential feature needed during normal use. The possibility to open a specific                

flow version was also part of the mockup. In order to simplify the user interface, it was                 

decided that opening a flow would always open the latest version and that opening and               

restoring old versions was not in the scope of this interface.  
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2.4 Usability Inspection 

A usability inspection of the alpha prototype was performed in order to find possible usability               

issues concerning the effectiveness and learnability attributes. This was made by two experts             

in the field of usability at two separate occasions. The inspection was performed as an open                

discussion while a review of the prototype took place. 

 

The usability inspection performed on the alpha version raised some areas of concern.  

Areas, such as the large amount of choices in the palette as well as the layout and name of the                    

deploy button (“create”), was pointed out as a cause of unnecessary confusion for the user.               

Another area raised was the sandbox area or learning area. In the alpha version, the learning                

area was included on the landing page as well as on a separate page which also led to                  

confusion due to the belief that there would be extended documentation on the separate page,               

which there was not.  

 

There was also some concern about the editor space being a bit small, it looked cluttered and                 

it was hard to see the relevant things. A suggested improvement was to have the editor as a                  

flyout where the editor presented itself as a larger version above the entire page instead of                

just being a small part of the page. 

 

Additionally, there were suggestions regarding a help panel in top of the screen where              

necessary help for the user could be placed. Save draft, cancel and the colour scheme were                

other areas raised. One of the experts wanted the webpage to have more colours to it. One of                  

the experts wanted more feedback on restrictions from the prototype. A dropdown instead of              

textbox in the properties panel showing available Java implementation was a desired feature             

from both. 

 

Based on this critique some improvements were made in the beta version of the prototype. 
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2.5 Beta prototype implementation 

The following section outlines how the beta version differed from the alpha in terms of               

implemented features. Figure 2.5-1  show an overview of the main screen. 

 

Figure 2.5-1: Beta prototype overview 

2.5.1 Actions panel 

  

Figure 2.5.1-1: Beta prototype overview 

The “Create” button was renamed to “Deploy” (See Figure 2.5.1-1) to more clearly describe              

its purpose, which was to deliver the configurations out to the main system, active for all                
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users. In the alpha the blue colour made the button too inviting for impulsive users to click on                  

a whim. Thus, the colour was changed to red to make it less “comfortable” to click on.                 

Additionally, the labels with info about how to download and upload diagrams was moved to               

its own heading “Saving work in progress” in an attempt to clarify its purpose as a save                 

mechanism. 

2.5.2 Editor panel 

 

Figure 2.5.2-1: Left: palette, right: context pad. 

The palette (Figure 2.5.2-1 left ) and the context pad (Figure 2.5.2-1 right ) were slimmed so               

that there were less choices to pick from, in order to make using the tool less confusing. In                  

this slimmed locked down version of the palette, the tasks were predefined as service tasks ,               
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characterized by the cogwheel icon and their ability to hold a Java implementation. This was               

possible since no other kinds of tasks were used by flows in the subscription manager system.                

Other functions such as creating gateways and “pools” was removed due to those functions              

not being used in the fictive system. 

 

 

Figure 2.5.2-2: Maximize function in beta version 

To make the editor easier to work in and less cluttered a maximize function was implemented                

as a flyout (See Figure 2.5.2-2) . The flyout was magnified up to approximately 75% of the                

screen size when clicked upon and was presented as a “page” over the existing page. The                

button for maximizing the editor was placed in the upper right corner. The button turned into                

a minimize button placed in the upper left corner upon maximizing the editor. It was also                

possible to minimize the editor by clicking the page behind the flyout. 

2.5.3 Other remarks 

The sandbox on the separate page was removed and could only be reached on the landing                

page in the beta version. 

 

Some of the suggested improvements could not be implemented, either due to time             

limitations or because the stakeholder’s branding & design requirements had to be followed.             

Two of the suggested improvements were the colours and the Java dropdown. The colours              
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chosen in the prototype are the colours that Ericsson use in all their products and because the                 

prototype were to have the same look and feel as Ericsson’s other products this change was                

excluded. The dropdown with Java classes was not implemented due to time limitations and              

some difficulties with how it was to be implemented in the code. The save draft functionality                

was also left out due to the time constraints. 

2.6 Usability Test 

Two methods were chosen for the usability tests. The think aloud method used while              

performing tasks in the system and a SUS questionnaire that participants were to answer in               

between switching versions. Both were performed during the same session. 

2.6.1 Test participants 

This section contains information about the demographic of our test participants. How many             

participated, the occupation of the participants and a small discussion about their relevance to              

the project. 

 

There were ten participants that took part in the usability tests. In addition to these ten a pilot                  

test was also conducted. The aim when selecting participants were that they should fit the               

description of the system configurator persona, i.e. the types of users that would work with               

configuring the flows of such system. However due to difficulties with finding a sufficient              

number of test participants that could act as system configurators (too few had the time to                

spare) other participants had to be used as well. 

 

Among the highly relevant system configurator participants there were two solution           

architects and a solution consultant. These three participants worked, in various ways, with             

helping Ericsson customers integrate solutions, meaning they had previous experience with           

tasks somewhat similar to the Flow Management system. A fourth participant with notable             

relevance was a technical writer. This participant was selected due to having the right skill               

level, i.e. comfortable with technical matters but not overly knowledgeable about the internal             

workings of the software. The six remaining participants were five software developers and             

one frontend GUI developer. 
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The example scenarios highlighted in the thesis are from the four most relevant test              

participants i.e. the users that were not developers. To emphasize, this does not mean the data                

gathered from the developers was not used or useful. That data helped strengthen the patterns               

and conclusions drawn from the four non-developer participants. 

2.6.2 Test instructions & tasks 

The test participants were given the instructions and tasks in appendix A. At the start of a                 

session the participant was handed a sheet with instruction and an introduction giving some              

context to the system they were about to test. During the session, a test participant was given                 

four tasks to perform in a version of the prototype. Each of the tasks were given only after the                   

participant indicated completion of the previous task. The participant was instructed to tell             

the test leader once finished with a task. The same tasks were used again after filling out the                  

questionnaire and switching version. 

2.6.3 Test setup & procedure 

Every participant tested both the alpha and beta version of the prototype. Half of the               

participants started with the alpha and the other half with the beta. What version a participant                

started with was alternated every session, so every other participant would start with the              

alpha version and the next participant with the beta. All participants performed the test in a                

closed room, using a laptop with a mouse. They were recorded with a microphone and the                

screen recording software Kaltura. The test two leaders were sitting diagonally behind the             

participant to be able to see both the screen and the facial expressions of the participant. (See                 

Figure 2.6.3-1) 
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Figure 2.6.3-1: Test setup 

 

The participants did not know if they were testing the alpha or the beta version, only that                 

there were two versions consistently referred to as version 1 and version 2 (with version 1                

always being the one the participant tested first). When testing the first version of the               

prototype the participants were asked to think-out-loud while performing the tasks. After this             

part of the test was completed the participant was asked to fill in a questionnaire about the                 

usability of the first prototype version. The participants were encouraged to continue            

thinking-out-loud while filling the questionnaire. 

 

After the questionnaire, the participants were asked to perform the same tasks in the other               

version. Data was recorded in the same way as in part one, screen and audio, but there was no                   

questionnaire. It was necessary to prematurely abort this step during some sessions that took              

longer than expected, but all participants finished at least task one in the second version they                

tested. 
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After the session was complete, i.e. the user had tested both versions of the prototype, the                

participants were asked to verbally evaluate which of the prototype versions he/she preferred             

and why. The participant's response was recorded and when time allowed it was followed up               

with a small interview in the form of an open discussion about improvement suggestions. 

 

The system was supposed to be used by trained professionals with a certain amount of               

domain knowledge. To simulate that users enter the system with some basic knowledge a              

document about the system was provided to the participants at the beginning of each session.               

(See Appendix A) Without such background-information the tasks would be too difficult for             

the participants to understand. 

 

The participants were also presented with a sandbox on the landing page that gave them the                

opportunity to get familiar with the BPMN modeler before starting the tasks. The sandbox              

showcased the BPMN modeler through an editable example diagram containing explanatory           

annotations (See Figure  2.6.3-1) . 

 

Figure 2.6.3-1: Image of the sandbox on the landing page 

2.6.4 Think aloud 

One of the methods used to evaluate user experience in this thesis was the “think aloud                

method”. Think aloud commentaries, properly termed a “verbal protocol” according to David            

Benyon, can provide information on current problems (Benyon, 2014) and Nielsen describes            
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it as the “single most valuable engineering method” (Nielsen, 1994, p.195). The method was              

chosen due to being one of the most widespread methods used when evaluating usability of a                

system and is also a method used at Ericsson. 

 

The think aloud method is, in brief, a way of verbal communication where users are thinking                

out loud while testing the system (Nielsen, 1994). According to Nielsen this enables the              

experimenters to get an understanding of how the user experiences the system, which leads to               

easier finding and identifying major misconceptions in the system and the locations in the              

system that causes the most difficulties with understanding. The method also show how users              

interpret each individual interface item. Nielsen further describes the think aloud method to             

increasingly being used for practical evaluation rather than as the traditional psychological            

research method that it was used as before (Nielsen, 1993).  

 

There are both advantages and disadvantages with using think aloud as a method for              

evaluation of usability and user experience. The method in itself provides a large amount of               

qualitative data from a fairly small number of users which often contains “vivid and explicit               

quotes” (Nielsen, 1994, p.195), but it does not provide any quantitative data. It may also give                

false impressions of the cause of an issue such as overseeing something (like a message-box)               

at an early stage of the test and later making comments such as “it would have been seen if it                    

would have been somewhere else” after it is found at a later stage. To prevent such                

misunderstandings, the experimenters should always take notes of what the users actually are             

doing during all parts of the test (Nielsen, 1993). Since no other equipment, except for a tool                 

to enable taking notes, are required the think aloud method is very cheap and if one do not                  

put words in the participant's mouth, i.e. blatantly bias the user, one will still get reasonably                

good findings, even from a poorly conducted study; contrary to quantitative usability studies             

where small mistakes can make the findings directly misleading and be of no use to the study                 

(NNgroup, 2016). Due to its flexibility, and ease of learning, the method can be used at any                 

stage in the development cycle. It is particularly suited for agile projects, from early paper               

prototypes to fully developed projects, and because it only relies on the user's thoughts it               

works for almost all kinds of applications from websites to mobile design (NNgroup, 2016).  
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Participants often gives comments in the aspect of the user interface such as things they like                

and dislikes with the system. This provides useful information on what could make the              

system more satisfying in the matter of user experience. (Nielsen, 1994) 

 

Other drawbacks, other than the lack of quantitative data, to the think aloud method is that it                 

is an unnatural situation to talk aloud about the thoughts experienced. According to Nielsen              

“The users are supposed to say things as soon as they come to mind rather than reflect on                  

their experience and provide an edited commentary after the fact” (NNgroup, 2016a). But he              

also states that people want to appear smart and therefore there is a risk they will not speak                  

until they’ve thought through the situation in detail. This can be prevented by urging the               

participant to continued talk due to it being essential to get the participant’s direct thoughts in                

order to get reliable information (NNgroup, 2016). If silence would arise during the session              

the experimenters should ask leading questions such as “what are you thinking now?” or              

“what do you think this message means?” to disrupt the silence. Questions like “What do you                

think of the message button down in the left corner?” leads to biasing and should be strictly                 

avoided. If asked if they could do something by the participant the experimenter should,              

according to Nielsen, answer by counter questions such as “what do you think will happen if                

you do it?”. If the experimenter, during a session, would notice confusion or surprise from a                

participant over some part of the system the experimenter should ask the participant questions              

of what he/she expected would have happened? (Nielsen, 1993).  

 

It is often necessary for the experimenter to urge the participant to talk or to clarify questions                 

during a session. This, however, causes interruptions that can lead to biasing the user's              

behaviour, meaning that the resulting behaviour cannot be used for the base design since it               

does not represent real use. It is then important to try to identify those cases where the                 

participant was biased so that that part of the study can be discarded (NNgroup, 2016). 

Think Aloud in practice 

The think aloud method used when conducting the experiments followed the think aloud             

method advocated above to the greatest extent possible. In the most optimal of cases the               

test-participants would have been sitting in a room on their own while the conductors would               

sit in a separate room monitoring the experiment from aside. But, as described above, most               
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people are not used to express their thoughts and experiences out loud while performing a               

task. Sometimes the participants need to be reminded of thinking out loud, which was also               

the case in this project. While conducting the experiment described, the test leaders sat              

slightly behind the test participant and observed while the participant were performing the             

test. This in order to capture facial expressions and physical reactions such as surprise or               

irritation. In the beginning of the session the participants were asked to think out loud during                

the whole session and that they would only get answers to any questions by getting a counter                 

question in return. For example if the question was whether the participant was finished with               

a task or not the counter question would be whether the participant believed it was finished or                 

not. This was to allow the participants to figure out what they should do on their own. On a                   

few occasions, precise information had to be given, but this also provided information of              

interest. If experimenters have to tell what participants need to do in order to succeed with                

their task it might indicate that the task description was not good enough, but could also mean                 

that the system tested had low usability in that area. 

2.6.5 Questionnaire  

During usability testing each participant were asked to answer a questionnaire after testing             

the first version. The SUS (System Usability Scale) was chosen for this purpose.  

SUS definition 

SUS was invented by John Brooke in 1986. In his publication 1996 Brooke describes it as a                 

“quick and dirty” usability scale, in the sense that it is a “reliable, low-cost usability scale that                 

can be used for global assessments of systems usability” (Brooke, 1996, p.1). SUS is a ten                

item Likert-type scale where the respondents mark their agreement/disagreement on a 5-point            

scale. The original SUS contains the following items: 

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently 

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex 

3. I thought the system was easy to use 

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system 

5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system 

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly 
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8. I found the system very cumbersome to use 

9. I felt very confident using the system 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system  

Why SUS? 

Building a custom questionnaire was considered as an alternative to SUS at the start of the                

project. So was extending the SUS with extra items or questions. Those options were turned               

down with the realization that successfully developing a ‘better’ questionnaire than SUS was             

highly unlikely due to the lack of both time and the necessary skills to do so during this                  

project. In order for the score to be comparable to other systems any extra questions added to                 

the SUS would have to be left out of the SUS scoring. Additional questions would have to be                  

open ended or in some other way complementary to the SUS. Instead of including them in the                 

questionnaire such open-ended questions were asked at the end of the session as a short               

interview style discussion about improvement suggestions. 

 

The SUS is a broad questionnaire and, according to Brooke, the selected statements “cover a               

variety of aspects of system usability, such as the need for support, training, and complexity,               

and thus have a high level of face validity for measuring usability of a system.” (Brooke,                

1996, p.3). In the same publication, published ten years after the introduction of SUS, Brooke               

also stated that “SUS has proved to be a valuable evaluation tool, being robust and reliable. It                 

correlates well with other subjectives measures of usability” (Brooke, 1996, p.7). In 2011             

SUS had reached a wide acceptance in the industry and Sauro states that SUS is “the most                 

used questionnaire for measuring perceptions of usability” and that “It has become an             

industry standard with references in over 600 publications.” (Sauro, 2011). 

 

The minimal acceptable sample size that would still generate reliable results when measuring             

usability with SUS is, according to Jeff Sauro, two test participants. That small sample size               

however would generate an imprecise SUS score (Sauro, 2011). “Technically you need at             

least two users to have some measure of variability (the standard deviation) and to generate               

confidence intervals” (Sauro, 2013). Sauro describes that “five often is a magic number in              

early-phase usability studies”. The SUS score is stable even when the confidence intervals are              

rather wide. In this thesis, the total number of participants i.e. samples were ten; five for the                 
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alpha version and five for the beta version. I.e. the sample size for each version was five,                 

making SUS a good fit for the size of the project. 

SUS usage 

According to Brooke SUS is “generally used after the respondent has had an opportunity to               

use the system being evaluated, but before any debriefing or discussion takes place.             

Respondents should be asked to record their immediate response to each item, rather than              

thinking about items for a long time.” (Brooke, 1996, p5) 

 

Due to a slipup, the wording of some items on the questionnaire used in the usability tests                 

ended up being slightly different than the original SUS. However, they bear the same              

semantic meaning and it is therefore assumed that the slipup had a minimal effect on the                

correctness of the results. The questionnaire used for the usability tests contained the             

following items: 

1. I would like to use this system frequently. 

2. I found this system unnecessarily complex. 

3. This system was easy to use. 

4. I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. 

5. The various functions in this system are well integrated 

6. There was too much inconsistency in this system. 

7. Most people could learn to use this system very quickly. 

8. This system is very cumbersome to use. 

9. I felt very confident using this system. 

10. I would need to learn a lot before I could get going with this system. 

 

When using the SUS we followed the instructions by Lewis and Sauro (2009) below: 

“To use the SUS, present the items to participants as 5-point scales numbered from 

1 (anchored with “Strongly disagree”) to 5 (anchored with “Strongly agree”). If a 

participant fails to respond to an item, assign it a 3 (the center of the rating scale). 

After completion, determine each item’s score contribution, which will range from 0 

to 4. For positively-worded items (1, 3, 5, 7 and 9), the score contribution is the scale 

position minus 1. For negatively-worded items (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10), it is 5 minus the 
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scale position. To get the overall SUS score, multiply the sum of the item score 

contributions by 2.5. Thus, SUS scores range from 0 to 100 in 2.5-point increments.”              

(Lewis and Sauro, 2009, p.95) 

 

In the same work Lewis and Sauro (2009) uses factor analysis to show that two factors can be                  

extracted from the SUS. Those factors are Usability and Learnability. According to the             

authors “These new scales have reasonable reliability (coefficient alpha of .91 and .70,             

respectively). They correlate highly with the overall SUS (r = .985 and .784, respectively)              

and correlate significantly with one another (r = .664), but at a low enough level to use as                  

separate scales.“ (Lewis and Sauro, 2009, p.94) 

 

In order to extract the Usability and Learnability scores from the SUS in a way that make                 

them comparable to the overall SUS score the process described by Lewis and Sauro (2009)               

was followed. The score contributions of the Learnability items (number 4 and 10) and              

Usability items (the other numbers) and were summed into a Learnability sum and a Usability               

sum respectively. The sums were then multiplied by the different factors that scaled them into               

the 0 to 100 range. That factor 12.5 was used for Learnability and 3.125 for Usability. (Lewis                 

and Sauro, 2009, p.100). 

 

In this thesis, the overall SUS score was used as a proxy for measuring user satisfaction. A                 

higher SUS score was seen as an indication of higher user satisfaction and vice versa with a                 

low score. According to Justin Mifsud (2015) “Sauro recommends using SUS to measure the              

user satisfaction with software, hardware and mobile devices” (Mifsud, 2015) Sauro           

describes that to measure task level satisfaction have the participants “answer a few or just a                

single question about how difficult the task was. Task level satisfaction metrics will             

immediately flag a difficult task, especially when compared to a database of other tasks”              

(Sauro, 2011). To measure test level satisfaction Sauro describes that “At the conclusion of              

the usability test, have participants answer a few questions about their impression of the              

overall ease of use” (Sauro, 2011). 
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3. Results and Analysis 

The following section presents results together with analysis. Since the field of UX and              

Usability is rather subjective and most of the underlying data is qualitative it is necessary to                

mix results and analysis. In many ways the analysis becomes the results. 

3.1 Questionnaire 

Using the SUS scoring method described in the SUS chapter the beta prototype received an               

overall mean SUS score of 72,0. The alpha predecessor scored 59,5. The alpha and the beta                

had 5 unique respondents each. The questionnaire results of the individual participants can be              

found in Appendix B  and Appendix C . 

 

Figure 3.1-1: Diagram from “Determining What Individual SUS Scores Mean” by Bangor et             

al. (2009:119) Error bars are ± one standard error of the mean. 

 

Some users had trouble completing all of the tasks successfully. One might wonder how this               

affects the SUS scoring. Is the SUS score relevant in such a case? According to Sauro (2011)                 

“Post-test SUS scores do correlate with task performance, although the correlation is modest             

(around r= .24 for completion rates and time), which means that only around 6% of the SUS                 
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scores are explained by what happens in the usability test.“ (Sauro 2011). I.e. SUS continues               

to be a reliable method for measuring usability even in the case of users not performing well                 

in the test. 

 

Lewis and Sauro (2009) describe how the SUS can be split into a Learnability and a Usability                 

factor. Such an analysis was performed for each participant, with the resulting scale scores              

ranging from 0 to 100. The mean learnability score for the beta was 75.0 and versus 67,5 for                  

the alpha. The usability factor score was 71,25 for the beta and 57,5 for the alpha. 

3.2 Usability issues and areas of interest 

Analysing the recordings and notes from the thinking aloud sessions resulted in finding a              

range of usability issues as well as some solutions that worked well. An analysis was               

performed in which the encountered usability issues were noted, grouped by what feature             

they were affecting and then tagged with the usability design principles that was related to the                

issue. Four of the most relevant recordings were selected as candidates for further analysis, as               

described in 2.6.1 Test participants . After that the findings were verified against the selected              

recordings and grouped by which design principle(s) they were related to. Rare incidents and              

outliers that obviously occurred due to extraneous incidents, such as a problem to understand              

the instructions, were removed. 

 

Legend 

All the examples from the recordings will be found in Appendix P4, P7, P9 and P10. These                 

are referred to using the notation [Pn-mm:ss] where n is the appendix/participant number and              

mm:ss is the timestamp of the scenario that is of interest, in minutes and seconds. Appendix                

P9 is more comprehensive than the other participant’s appendices. This is due to the time               

constraints of the project together with the huge amount of data that would be presented in                

the thesis if all appendices followed the same comprehensive standard. The benefit of             

structuring the data of all participant’s appendices in that way would not be worth the cost. 
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3.2.1 Visibility 

Learnability principle: Visibility as described by Benyon means making things visible so that             

people can see what functions are available. 

Concealed functionality: Alpha context pad “change type” option 

In the alpha version of the prototype participants had problems finding and understanding the              

purpose of the “change type” wrench icon in the context pad [P9-14:33]. Probably one of the                

problems was that it was concealed in the context pad, a menu requiring the correct type of                 

item to be selected for the option to appear. Clicking the icon resulted in yet another                

sub-menu. The icon was hovered over by some participants without being seen at first, and               

when found the first time dismissed as something that was unrelated to the task at hand. 

Connection tool 

Some of the test participants had trouble finding the connection tool in the context pad, this                

resulted in confusion of how to connect items in the flow to each other. 

Properties panel 

In the properties panel the tabs caused problems for some participants. Some had notable              

problems finding the correct tab for changing the input/output parameters in the properties             

[P7-25:31 to 25:49]. Several of the tabs were very cluttered and thus the visibility of single                

items were negatively impacted, making it hard to get an overview.  

Beta maximize/minimize feature 

The maximize button in the beta was not found by most participants, probably due to being                

placed in a different area than similar functionality in other applications (visibility,            

consistency ). This resulted in many participants not using it at all because they never saw               

there was any alternative for maximizing, even though several participants wanted this            

functionality due to issues with the small working area. Participant 9 are one of the few that                 

finds this functionality. [P9-53:27] Participant 10 finds it by accident [P10-24:41].  
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3.2.2 Consistency 

Learnability principle: The use of design features should be consistent with similar already             

existing systems in the same area and with the standard way of working. 

Beta maximize/minimize feature 

As stated in visibility most users had trouble finding the maximize button in the beta,               

probably because it was placed in a different area than similar functionality in other              

applications. Some of the participants who found it also disliked that the minimize button was               

not placed on the same place as the maximize button, after maximizing. I.e. disliked that it                

shifted to another position when maximized. 

Keyboard shortcuts 

Another issue with consistency was the lack of common keyboard shortcuts for common             

operations such as undo (ctrl+z), copy (ctrl+c), paste (ctrl+v), move (arrow keys), save             

(ctrl+s) and delete [P4-08:32, P9-15:32 & 54:44]. Even the absence of redo (ctrl+y) was an               

annoyance to some participants. The bpmn-js modeler do support key bindings and the             

functionality can normally be activated with very little effort. However, since the editor was              

running inside an iframe doing so did not work as intended. It is therefore expected that the                 

lack of key bindings would be less of an issue in a real implementation. However, it is still                  

interesting to take note of how important this functionality was to many of the participants.               

Traditionally keyboard shortcuts are strongly associated with desktop applications, however          

it was clear that users expected such functionality to be present in this web app. 

Properties panel 

An issue with the properties panel was the lack of a save button inside the panel. Participants                 

wanted to be able to press a button to save their work with the correct parameter names.                 

Some were worried it would not be saved if another item was selected (control ). Several               

participants looked for such a button in the down-right corner, inside the properties panel.              

Users also looked in this area when looking for the deploy/create button. A few even tried to                 

click the bpmn.io logo in the corner expecting it to be a deploy/create or save button                

[P10-24:14]. This confusion was probably a result of an inconsistency with other            
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applications; it is very common that buttons with this type of functionality is placed in an area                 

to the lower right. 

Upload/download 

Using drag and drop from the desktop to upload files was not intuitive for most users. Instead                 

they were confused over not finding an upload button [P9-44:20, P10-23:09]. Additionally,            

the position of the download button (inside the editor, along the lower border of the canvas)                

was not consistent with other applications, which led to participants having trouble locating             

the button [P7-30:50, P9-33:17, P10-25:36]. Participants expected it to be placed in the             

actions area, close to the label with download instruction, but instead it was placed inside the                

editor. (visibility, consistency ) 

3.2.3 Familiarity 

Learnability principle: To create the feeling of familiarity, symbols and a language that the              

intended audience is familiar with should be used, such as frequently used icons in the area. If                 

it is in a completely new system where there are no elements of familiarity in advance,                

suitable metaphors should be created. 

BPMN notation 

The BPMN notation use many symbols that are familiar from daily life such as letters,               

cogwheels, wrench icon and the like. Despite this some basic training in BPMN notation &               

modelling would be necessary to use the modeler efficiently. The test participants did not              

have any BPMN training and several participants were notably frustrated with and stressed             

by the number of new symbols to interpret and choose from, especially in the alpha version                

but also in the beta. [P4-07:14] 

Deploy/Create button 

There were some concerns about pressing the red Deploy button in the beta version due to red                 

being interpreted to mean “danger” or that something was wrong with the diagram [P7-52:55,              

P9-53:00]. Interestingly one users saw it as an indication of not being finished with the task,                

or that something was wrong in the diagram and that clicking the deploy button would not                
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work. The same user expected the button to change colour from red to for example green                

when it was okay to press it. 

Alpha context pad “change type” option 

When testing the alpha prototype, many participants had issues with finding and            

understanding the “change type” wrench icon in the context pad [P9-14:33]. Some            

participants expressed that they did not associate the wrench icon with changing type, i.e they               

did not expect a sub-menu for changing type to appear when clicking that icon. A suggestion                

was that a cogwheel icon would have been more familiar. However, that symbol has a special                

meaning in BPMN since it is used to symbolize a service task . A more suitable metaphor                

should be thought of. 

3.2.4 Affordance 

Learnability principle: Design things so that it is clear what they should be used for. 

Landing page sandbox 

A possible affordance issue with the landing page sandbox was that the large size of the                

sandbox together with the placement close to the top of the page seemed to indicate to users                 

that the sandbox had a high importance, a lot higher than what the designers had intended.                

Several users started performing the first task in the sandbox but realized after a while that                

they were in the wrong place [P4-39:05]. Additionally, the purpose of the sandbox was not               

clear to some participants [P9-01:30]. The lack of text introducing the sandbox concept             

together with the sandbox clearly inviting participants to “play around with it” seemed to              

confuse users. One suggestion was that it should have been placed at the bottom of the page                 

instead to make it less prominent. 

Input/output tab in properties panel 

Upon using the input/output tab for the first time several users had trouble finding the add                

parameter plus button used to add new parameters. Instead many participants clicked the             

input parameter listbox area and started typing, expecting a parameter to be created             

[P10-09:50 to 10:17]. The parameter listboxes are more prominent than the buttons. The             

coulor is lighter than the surrounding page, attracting attention. The listbox is also a graphical               
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element that is more familiar to users than the custom buttons (consistency ). Finally the              

buttons are placed outside the listbox, far from the other elements, which might result in them                

being perceived as less important or unrelated. These factors combined afford the parameter             

tab to be used in a way not intended by the designer. 

3.2.5 Navigation 

Effectiveness principle: Let the users navigate and move around through the system with             

ease. Make it easy for users to understand their current location.  

Landing page 

As described in the section about affordance the sandbox on the landing page was an issue. It                 

was perceived as very large and the participants often zoomed in/out by accident when              

expecting to scroll the page [P9-00:40]. The navigation issues caused by this caused several              

users to find the documentation at the end of the page rather late. Also, the documentation                

was probably used less frequently than if it had been placed above the sandbox. Additionally,               

many users stayed zoomed out for a long time after the incident. This caused trouble in                

combination with a zoom behaviour in bpmn-js that caused the context pad to disappear when               

zoomed far enough out. 

 

Another issue on the landing page was the ability to reach the different pages in so many                 

different ways and places, it made some participants feel that it was very inconsistent              

[P9-04:22 to 05:42]. Also, several participants had problems navigating from the landing            

page to the flow configuration page. They started doing the task in the sandbox first, under a                 

lot of confusion [P4-39:05].  

Alpha context pad “change type” option 

As described in both visibility and familiarity the participants in the alpha version had issues               

finding and understanding the “change type” wrench icon [P9-14:33]. This is in some ways              

also a problem with navigation. 
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3.2.6 Control 

Effectiveness principle: Make it clear for the user who has the control, but allow the user to                 

be or have the feeling of being in control. 

Landing page 

As described in the sections about affordance and navigation the sandbox on the landing page               

caused some issues. The participants often zoomed in/out by accident when expecting to             

scroll the page [P9-00:40]. Additionally, many users stayed zoomed out for a long time after               

the incident. This caused trouble in combination with a zoom behaviour in bpmn-js that cause               

the context pad to disappear when zoomed far out. This led to frustration when trying to                

scroll up and down on the website making the participant to feel less in control. 

Keyboard shortcuts 

As described in the consistency section the absence of the most common keyboard shortcuts              

such as ctrl+z, ctrl+c, ctrl+v, ctrl+s and delete made many of the participants feel that they                

were not in control, since they missed this functionality [P4-08:32, P9-15:32 & 54:44]. As              

also mentioned even the absence of redo was an annoyance to some participants.  

Unclear when losing changes 

Many participants reacted to that their changes were not automatically saved. They expected             

that behaviour and acted offended when their changes were lost without warning. This made              

the participants suspicious about losing data in other places after this, such as in the               

properties panel. If a warning had been issued the negative impact on control could have been                

a lot smaller. 

Upload/download 

As described in the consistency section the drag and drop functionality [P9-44:20, P10-23:09]             

and the positioning of the download button [P7-30:50, P9-33:17] led to some confusion             

among users. Not understanding the upload functionality or being unable to find the             

download button led to the feeling of not being in control. 
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Connections 

Many of the test participants had trouble understanding how connection concept work in the              

BPMN modeler. Standard usage of the connection tool for making new connections as well              

as how to rewire existing connections and special scenarios such as dropping an object on an                

existing connection to get some of the work done automatically. Some participants tried to              

connect just outside the edge of objects instead of on the edge or inside the box. The result                  

was that the connections didn’t lock to the service task and the participant had to redo the                 

connection. This made the participants feel frustrated and not being in control over the tool               

[P9-16:04 to 18:11, P10-04:45 to 05:20]. 

3.2.7 Feedback 

Effectiveness principle: To give feedback from the system that something has happened is an              

important part of enhancing a system. 

Connection tool 

Some participants had feedback related issues with the connection tool. Many users tried to              

connect just outside the edge of objects instead of on the edge or inside the box, resulting in                  

the connection tool being dropped. Despite the built in bpmn-js indications of where on a               

service task it was allowed to connect, such as the service task turning red whenever the                

arrow was held over an area not allowed to connect to (and green when allowed), this                

feedback was often missed by the participants and they tried to make the connection anyway.               

The result was that the connections didn’t lock to the service task and the participant had to                 

redo the connection. This in turn created frustration and confusion over what to do [P9-16:04               

to 18:11, P10-04:45 to 05:20]. 

Input/output tab in properties panel 

The input/output parameter names in the properties panel caused some issues, the names were              

auto-generated but had to be changed manually which caused confusion of why change it at               

all [P10-10:23 to 12:41]. Instead the participants expected it to be empty and marked as               

mandatory via a feedback text. 
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Deploy/Create 

The feedback that users received upon pressing the create/deploy button seemed to work             

well. The feedback consisted of a green notification popup with the text “Success! New flow               

version created”. The popup faded after a few seconds. [P7-53:34] 

3.2.8 Recovery 

Effectiveness principle: Recovery means it should be possible to recover from mistakes            

quickly. 

Prototype limitations 

There was no save or autosave functionality and due to being a mockup prototype there were                

some limitations of the prototype. If a participant updated the webpage or used the browser’s               

back button the changes made on all flows would disappear due to a technical limitation in                

the prototype. After this issue was discovered all future test participants were instructed not              

to reload the page.  

Unclear when losing changes 

A similar issue to what is described in the prototype limitations section above. If the user                

navigated to another flow without deploying or downloading it the changes on that flow              

would be lost [P4-06:22]. However, this behaviour was by design, since the user had given no                

instructions about saving. Some participants were suspicious about losing data after this            

happened. The big recovery mistake made in the design here was to not, at the very                

minimum, inform the user that their action would result in their changes being lost and give                

them a chance to regret their action before discarding. 

Lack of auto-save 

Many participants reacted to that their changes were not automatically saved. They expected             

that behaviour and acted offended when their changes were lost without warning and no way               

to recover them. This made the participants suspicious about losing data in other places. 
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Lack of undo 

The lack of an undo button made some of the participants uncertain and a bit frustrated. Some                 

went to great lengths trying to find it, since they were certain it should exist. [P9-15:32] 

3.2.9 Constraints 

Effectiveness principle: To provide constraints such as greying out items on a menu that are               

not available is a way to avoid users doing inappropriate things in the system. 

Alpha: Number of options in palette & context pad (slimmed in beta) 

In the alpha version many participants were confused due to the high number of tools               

available. There were several tools that was not needed in the scope of the tasks given. This                 

was a much smaller problem in the locked down beta version [P4-39:44 to 40:22]. 

Properties panel 

Too much information and options in the properties panel, despite removing some excess tabs              

not needed in the prototypes. 
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4. Conclusions 

In this section conclusions to the research questions are presented with basis in the results.               

The context of the research questions was a web application prototype that gives the              

impression of enabling end user development by presenting software variation points as            

BPMN flows . 

 

The first research question was “What usability issues & solutions related to the usability              

attributes “effectiveness” and “learnability” will be discovered by designing, testing and           

comparing two prototype versions in the described context?” 

This question is answered by highlighting some of the findings from the thinking aloud              

sessions performed during the usability tests. The following findings were related to the             

usability attribute effectiveness : 

● Adding constraints to the number of options available to users helped increase            

effectiveness. The numbers of tools that were available in the tool palette was greatly              

decreased in the beta prototype and the number of options in the context pad (a menu                

that popup upon selecting an object in the modeler) was also decreased. 

● Another constraint that made it possible for users to work with greater effectiveness             

was the decision to remove the ability to change the type of a task in the beta version.                  

Instead the type was set to service task by default. Service tasks were the only task                

type needed in the system. 

● The lack of keyboard shortcuts was a deal breaker for many users. It was very clear                

that users expected common desktop application shortcuts to work in this kind of web              

app as well. Being unable to use keyboard shortcuts was seen as cumbersome by              

many users. If implemented in future versions it should be considered to expand the              

concept of keyboard shortcuts to the whole app, not just inside the BPMN editor. 

● The connection tool that ship with bpmn-js was hard to use for several users. Building               

a correct mental model of how the tool works and how the connections it creates can                

be modified took some time and created frustration. As a result, several users ended              

up with very tangled diagrams that would be hard for others to interpret and              

understand. 
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● Consistency in navigation was more important than expected. Having different ways           

to reach a certain area/page that were labeled in slightly different ways caused more              

problems for users than the potential flexibility benefit was worth. 

● Several important recovery related issues were found. The lack of a functionality for             

saving drafts in the browser, without downloading, was something that most users            

expected and was surprised not to find. Some users started using the deploy button as               

save, which was not the intended purpose. Several users expected their drafts to be              

automatically saved when navigating to another flow and were frustrated when their            

changes were lost. At the very least they had expected to get a warning that their                

changes would be discarded and a chance to regret the actions that led to that path. 

● The lack of an undo function was also a big issue for users. Most participants looked                

for an undo function at least once during their session and some went to great lengths                

searching for it since they were sure it had to exist. 

● Giving immediate feedback with a notification popup after users had clicked the            

deploy button was well received by participants and was easier to implement than             

expected. 

Additionally, the following findings were made related to learnability 

● The BPMN notation was not familiar to the test participants. Some training or             

introduction would have been necessary to prepare users if this had been a real              

production system. 

● The Sandbox on the landing page was intended to boost learnability but caused             

problems with effectiveness due to misses in both affordance & navigation. The            

placement at the top of the page made users regard it as so important that many started                 

performing the first task in this sandbox instead of navigating to the correct page. The               

sandbox also created problems with navigation due to users accidentally zooming           

instead of scrolling when attempting to navigate past it. 

● Consistency. In many areas the prototype was consistent with other web applications            

and users had no problems. Some examples include underlines for communicating           

clickable/links, bold for selected items etc. There were however a lot of            

inconsistencies as well such as the lack of keyboard shortcuts and the            

maximize/minimize functionality in the beta working and being placed differently          

than in similar applications. There were also consistency problems with the           
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upload/download functionality. Drag & drop was the only way to upload; there was             

no upload button. Several participants expected to have such a button. Also, the             

download button was not placed in a location that was consistent with other webapps.  

● When important functionality was concealed in submenus it was harder for users to             

learn how to operate the editor, specifically a problem with the context pad and its               

“change type” option in the alpha. 

● Properties panel. Several of the tabs in the bpmn-js properties panel were very             

cluttered and thus the visibility of single items were negatively impacted, making it             

hard to get an overview. There were also issues with affordance on the input/output              

parameters tab. Finally, a consistency issue with the bpmn.io logo being placed in the              

lower right corner where users expect a save button caused some confusion among a              

few users. 

● Familiarity findings related to deploy button colour and label might have affected            

learnability. 

 

The other research question was “How does the usability attributes “effectiveness” and            

“learnability” affect overall user satisfaction in the described context?” 

One way to answer that question is to look at the differences between the alpha and beta                 

prototype. The main differences in the beta that might affect learnability and effectiveness             

were: 

● Slimmed palette & context pad. Fewer options to choose from had positive effects on              

both effectiveness and learnability. 

● Service task by default in palette. Reduced the number of steps needed to get a service                

task into the diagram by making the task option in the palette have the type “service                

task” by default. This had a positive effect mainly on effectiveness but to some degree               

learnability as well due to the simplified interface. 

● Blue create button changed into red deploy button. The intention was to clarify the              

button’s purpose and to make users less prone to press it on a whim. It was easier for                  

most users to understand the purpose of the button when it was named deploy but               

some users were fazed by the red colour. The change had both a positive effect and a                 

negative impact on effectiveness and was different for different users. When looking            

at the whole, the impact can be seen as negligible; a net zero. 
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● Possibility to maximize editor work area. Not found by very many users due to              

visibility & consistency issues but those who did find it was very fond of it. Impact on                 

effectiveness. 

There are differences that clearly affects effectiveness but it is somewhat harder to draw              

conclusions about learnability since the differences in features directly connected to that area             

are minor. However, by analyzing learnability aspects of the SUS questionnaire it is clear that               

there was a difference in learnability between the two versions, with the beta having a higher                

learnability score. 

 

The beta prototype had a significantly higher mean SUS score than the alpha, 72.0 vs 59.5                

points. The SUS score is used as a proxy for measuring user satisfaction and indicates a                

higher level of user satisfaction with the beta version. Since the only notable differences              

between the alpha and the preferred beta version were features that positively affected             

effectiveness, together with a higher learnability score, the conclusion is that improvements            

to effectiveness and learnability both had a positive impact on user satisfaction in the              

described context. 
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5. Future Work 

In future work it could be of interest to iterate upon the findings of the study by building and                   

testing improved prototypes. Also, the study could be redone with a larger amount of test               

participants in order to further strengthen the credibility of the data.  

 

Usability tests - setup & participants 

Additional tests with increased amount of relevant test participants could be performed to             

further strengthen the credibility of the SUS data and the findings regarding learnability,             

effectiveness and user satisfaction. Other improvements to be considered in terms of test             

setup, would be to give all the participants the questionnaire regardless of the bias of having                

answered it earlier in the session. This to be able to further compare the alpha and beta                 

prototype in the scope of user satisfaction and learnability. 

 

Further development 

Several serious usability issues were related to the lack of features that help the user recover                

from mistakes. Further development of the prototype in terms of the design principle             

“recovery” can be made in order to see what impact it would have on the user satisfaction and                  

the overall SUS score. Would it enhance learnability and effectiveness as well as user              

satisfaction? Or would it do little difference in those aspects? 

Some suggestions participants had, that could be considered if further development was to be              

made, regarding enhanced feeling of security and control, would be to add more feedback              

when flows are deployed. One suggestion was to have a pop-up asking the user if he/she was                 

sure that he/she really wanted to deploy the flow. 

Other new features that were suggested were more validation, such as the possibility to test               

run the flows in a safe area before deploying. Autocompletion with previously entered data              

and a spell check was also brought up as improvement suggestions.  

Keyboard shortcuts for functions such as undo, copy, paste and save could be added to               

enhance the feeling of control, recovery and consistency.  
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To make the palette more dynamic, seldom used icons could be hidden in a submenu instead                

of removing them, as was the case in this thesis. This to enable users with more experience or                  

different needs to be able to reach all alternatives in the palette. 

 

Further developed prototypes could also include the optional functionality that was planned            

but could not be implemented during the scope of the project, such as saving drafts online                

and an implementation browser for selecting java implementations. 
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Appendix A. Flow Management Usability Test:      

Instructions 

This appendix contains the instructions and tasks given to the users during the usability test               

sessions. 

Background 

Flow Management is a system used for configuring the logic of a system after it has been                 

delivered to a customer. The main users are business configuration engineers and solution             

integration engineers. Configuration normally takes place just after the system has been            

delivered and after major updates. Before configuration the users have received some basic             

training on how the system works.  

 

The configuration is done through flows. A flow is a process that have a start and an end with                   

some logical steps in between, to achieve a result. In flow management a flow is a                

represented by a graphical config file describing the logical steps. The graphical notation and              

format of the file is Camunda BPMN. Each step, called task, in the flow is a service task                  

connected to a Java implementation. When this configuration is correctly set up the BPMN              

file can be executed. The purpose of flow management is to provide an interface to leverage                

this powerful configuration tool. 

 

This usability test is performed on a fictive system called Subscription Management.            

Subscription manager is used by phone operators for managing subscriptions.  

It is shipped with the following flows: 

 
● Subscription Management 

○ Subscription 

■ Create: Used for creating a new deactivated subscription 

■ Edit: Used to update data related to the subscription, such as postal            

address 
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■ Read: Used to retrieve information about a subscription 

■ Activate: Put the subscription in active state by activating added          

services 

■ Deactivate: Deactivates subscription, for example if customer has not         

paid bills. Triggers deactivate on services. 

■ Remove: Deletes the subscription with all related data from the system.           

Triggers remove on services. 

○ Service 

■ Add: Provisions the necessary resources to provide the service. 

■ Read: Used to retrieve information about a service. 

■ Remove: Used to deactivate service and remove related resources. 

 

A subscription entity contains information about a customer as well as contracts and products              

connected to that customer. Subscriptions use services. Services are the underlying entities            

that make it possible for a customer to use a subscription. They provide the necessary               

technical capabilities. 

 

Important Note: Flow management is about configuring the system, not creating entities. I.e.             

flow management is used to configure how subscriptions and services are handled in the              

general case. The actual instantiation of entities is done through another system and is not               

relevant to this test. Rather flow management is like changing a very fancy configuration file. 

 

Now you have enough background information to perform some tasks. Tell the test leader              

that you are ready. 

Task 1: Address validation 

Background  

Subscription management is being set up to run in a location with laws that require all                

subscribers to provide a valid postal address when they subscribe. It is the operator’s              

responsibility to make sure that the provided address is valid by checking towards a national               

address registry. 
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Task description 

To be sure that the address i correct it must be validated when a subscription is created. Start                  

by navigating to the subscription flow configuration page. Your job is to add address              

validation to the flow used when creating subscriptions.  

The company’s handy programmers have provided you with a Java implementation that you             

will connect using the flow configuration editor. They have told you to use the class name                

“com.ericsson.submgr.camunda.activities.ValidateAddressActivity”. 

The address validation should be a service task placed after the “Json to Java” task but                

before the “create subscription” task in the flow. 

Deploy/create the flow once you are done making the changes. 

 

Ask for the next task when you feel like you are done.  

Task 2: Auto-provision of services 

Background 

The way Subscription management was shipped it is required that the customer service             

representatives manually add the necessary services to each subscription when a new            

customer sign up. This is a repetitive task that is tedious to perform manually. It would be                 

much better if a basic service configuration could be automatically provisioned when a             

subscription is activated. 

Task description 

Add auto-provisioning of services to the activate subscription flow.  

There are three services that should be provisioned for all subscriptions: voice, sms and data.               

Add each of these as separate service tasks in the flow. They should be placed after the “Json                  

to Java” task but before the “Activate subscription” task. 

The Java implementation to use for these tasks has the class name            

“com.ericsson.submgr.camunda.activities.ProvisionServiceActivity”.  

The implementation is the same for all three services but the input parameters will be               

different on each task. The input parameter “serviceType” should be added to each of the               
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tasks with type: text and with the value of “sms”, “data” or “voice” depending on which                

service it is.  

The “data” task should have an additional input parameter defaultVolume with value 0.5             

to signify that all subscribers should be automatically given 0.5 GB of data unless something               

else is specified. 

Do not deploy the flow once you are done making these changes. Instead download the flow                

to disk as a BPMN diagram and take note of where you save it. 

Ask for the next task when you feel like you are done.  

Task 3: Integrate with third party Invoicing system 

Background 

The company have an existing system for billing and invoicing called Invoice2000. They             

want to continue using this system together with Subscription management. To achieve this             

Invoicing2000 needs to be notified about important events in Subscription management. In            

particular Invoicing2000 must be notified when subscriptions are created and removed so that             

it can track them. 

Task description 

Open the flow for create subscription and add a task after the existing “Create Subscription”               

task. 

The notification task that you add should use the following Java class as implementation:              

“com.ericsson.submgr.camunda.activities.NotifyInvoicingActivity”. It should also have     

an input parameter named “topic” with the text value “invoicing.ntf.create”. You happen            

to know that the topic is used by the messaging system to send the notification to the right                  

place. 

Deploy the create subscription flow when you have performed the steps above. 

 

After the create subscription flow is deployed open the flow for removing a subscription.              

Add a task for notifying Invoicing2000 that a subscription has been successfully removed,             

following the same principles as for create. Place the new service task after the “Remove               
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subscription” task. Use the same java implementation as for create but give the input              

parameter “topic” the value “invoicing.ntf.remove” instead. Deploy the flow. 

 

Ask for the next task when you feel like you are done.  

Task 4: Auto-provision of services, continued 

Background 

Now it is time to complete your work on auto-provisioning of services when a subscription is                

activated. Some additional requirements have been added since you worked on it last time.              

All subscriptions should additionally get the service mms and the default amount of data              

should be set to 1.0 GB instead of the previous 0.5 GB. 

Task description 

Open the activate subscription flow and upload the bpmn file that you saved before. Add a                

“Provision mms service” service task, following the same principles as when you added             

voice & sms before. 

When you are done with this task change the defaultVolume input parameter on the              

provision data task that you added before. The new value should be 1.0 instead of 0.5. 

Deploy the flow once you are done making the changes. 

 

Tell the test leader when you feel like you are done.  
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Appendix B. Alpha SUS samples 

Below follows the participants answers to the SUS questionnaire given to them after they              

completed their first prototype version, in this case the alpha version. The bolded participants              

are those that are considered most relevant. 

 P1 P3 P5 P7 P9 

1. I would like to use this system frequently. 3 4 3 3 4 

2. I found this system unnecessarily 
complex. 

2 2 3 4 2 

3. This system was easy to use. 3 4 2 3 2 

4. I would need the support of a technical 
person to be able to use this system. 

4 1 3 2 2 

5. The various functions in this system are 
well integrated. 

4 3 3 3 4 

6. There was too much inconsistency in this 
system. 

2 2 2 3 1 

7. Most people could learn to use this 
system very quickly. 

3 5 4 4 2 

8. This system is very cumbersome to use. 2 4 4 3 2 

9. I felt very confident using this system. 2 4 2 3 3 

10. I would need to learn a lot before I could 
get going with this system. 

3 2 2 2 2 

SUS 55 72.5 50 55 65 

Usability 59.375 68.75 46.875 50 62.5 

Learnability 37.5 87.5 62.5 75 75 

      

 Overall Usability Learnability 

Mean SUS scores: 59.5 57.5 67.5 
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Appendix C. Beta SUS samples 

Below follows the participants answers to the SUS questionnaire given to them after they              

completed their first prototype version, in this case the beta version. The bolded participants              

are those that are considered most relevant. 

 P2 P4 P6 P8 P10 

1. I would like to use this system frequently. 1 5 4 4 3 

2. I found this system unnecessarily 
complex. 

1 1 1 2 4 

3. This system was easy to use. 3 5 5 4 2 

4. I would need the support of a technical 
person to be able to use this system. 

2 2 1 3 3 

5. The various functions in this system are 
well integrated. 

4 3 3 5 4 

6. There was too much inconsistency in this 
system. 

2 1 3 1 3 

7. Most people could learn to use this 
system very quickly. 

5 4 5 5 4 

8. This system is very cumbersome to use. 3 1 4 1 2 

9. I felt very confident using this system. 2 4 3 4 3 

10. I would need to learn a lot before I could 
get going with this system. 

1 2 2 1 3 

SUS 65 85 72.5 85 52.5 

Usability 59.375 87.5 68.75 87.5 53.125 

Learnability 87.5 75 87.5 75 50 

      

 Overall Usability Learnability 

Mean SUS scores: 72 71.25 75 
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Appendix P4. Participant 4, Technical writer 

This test participant was a Swedish speaking Technical Writer. Translations to English            

(where applicable) was made by the thesis authors. 

 

Legend 

The timestamps are in minutes and seconds (min:sec) 

A description of the graphical notation used by the video recording program Kaltura to              

indicate different mouse events. 

Symbol Description 

Yellow ring Marks mouse position while mouse is 
moving. Disappear when mouse is still. 

Blue dot Indicates the left mouse button being 
pressed (mouse down) 

Blue ring Indicates release of left mouse button 
(mouse up) 

Red dot / ring Right mouse button (down / up) 

 

Beta version 

Time Data Description 

02:25 “Oj, oj här blev det smått” 
“Oj, oj everything became so 
tiny!” 

Accidentally zoomed out in the sandbox 
area. 
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Time Data Description 

02:46 
 
To 
 
03:25 

“Eh. json to Java?”  
 
“Det här var ju spännande!” 
“Well this was exciting!” 
 
“Jag trodde ju jag skulle kunna 
hämta ut någon befintligt då som 
jag skulle modifiera, trodde jag 
ju” 
“I thought that I would be able to 
retrieve something existing which 
I would modify, I thought” 

Confused over sandbox. 
 
Trying to perform  a task and find Json to 
java in the sandbox area 
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Time Data Description 

04:40 *sighs a long eh sound while 
searching * 
 
“Vi skall se vi skall se”  
“We shall see we shall see” 
 

Starts to look after java implementation 

04:44 
 
 

 Opened the details, but did not see the java 
class implementation part. 
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04:50 “Nu skall vi se, vi sade att vi hade 
validate, här står det validate- här 
står det ju någonting, Camunda 
validate” 
“Now shall we see, we said we 
had validate, here it is validate- 
here it says something, Camunda 
validate” 

While searching for the the java class 
implementation. 

05:09 “Ja jag vet inte, kanske skall lägga 
samma namn på båda ställena” 
“Well I don’t know, maybe I 
should put the same name in both 
places” 
 

Pastes the Java implementation name into the 
name and id text fields. 

 

 
 
 

Time Data Description 

05:44 
 
 

“Men! Jag måste ju få ihop den 
här! Så att den kommer in emellan 
här, hur gör man det?” 
“But! I have to get this one 
connected! So that it ends up in 
between here, how do you do 
that?” 

When participant realized, that the task was 
not connected to another task yet. 
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Time Data Description 

06:22 “Oh” Returned to the title screen by mistake 

06:30 “Här har vi den rackarn! 
Åtminstone två av dem”  
”There's the little rascal! At least 
two of them” 
 

When returning to flow configuration> 
createSubscription realizing his recent 
changes were lost. 

 

Time Data Description 
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06:55 “Jag hämtar den igen” 
”I’ll fetch it again” 

Pressed on createSubscription again to undo 
recent changes  

Time Data Description 

07:14 “Men hur...bryter man in den om 
man inte jobbat med camunda 
flöden eller bpmn eller vad det nu 
heter” 
“But how... do you put it in if you 
have not worked with camunda 
flows or BPMN or whatever it is 
called before” 
 

Confused about how to add a new service 
task 
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Time Data Comments 

08:32 
To 
 
09:08 

“Nehe, delete funkar inte” 
“Nope, delete does not work” 
 
“Nu gör jag en work around” 
“Now I do a work around” 

When trying to delete the extra connection 
using delete on the keyboard 
 
Participant annoyed when not being able to 
to delete the extra connection. 

 

Time Data Comments 
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16:14 
 
To 
 
16:34 
 
 

“Oj, det var en konstig en” 
“Oh, that was a strange one” 

The connections are placed a bit strange, 
participant not pleased with it trying to 
change the connections. 

20:07 
 
To 
 
20:57 

*Frustrated* 
“De här linjerna förstår  jag mig 
inte på”  
“I don’t understand these lines” 

Tried to connect the last service task on task 
2. 
 
Participant not pleased with the result 
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Time Data Description 

21:15 *sounds confused* 
“Save the work in progress” 

Seems confused about saving his work, when 
downloading as a bpmn file. 

 

Alpha version 

Time Data Comments 
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39:05 
 
To  
 
42:00 
 
 

“Men vänta lite nu, jag är ju på 
exemplet, jag är ju inte på rätt 
ställe”-  
“But wait a minute, I'm on the 
example, I'm not in the right 
place” 

Participant started to perform the first task in 
the sandbox.  
 
 
Took a while before noticing 

Time   

39:44 “Nej nu skojar ni med mig! Ni har 
ju tagit bort…vart jag skriver vad 
den heter, klassen” 
”No, now you’re joking with me! 
You have removed...Where I write 
the name, the class” 
 
“Jaha det blir krångligt, hade jag 
inte en..” 
“Well this is gonna be 
troublesome, didn’t I have a...” 
 
*sighing* “har precis lärt mig 
någonting innan”  
“has just learned something 
before” 

Very confused about what to do when the 
service task was not set automatically  

40:10 “Aha!, men här har vi grejer” 
“Aha! But here we have stuff” 
 

Started looking at the context pad trying to 
find what’s missing 
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“Nej , det här var nog inte vad jag 
ville” 
“Nope, this was probably not 
what I wanted” 
 
 

40:22 
 
 

“Verktyg...” 
“Tools...” 

Looked at the alternatives in wrench icon 
menu without noticing the service type. 
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40:49 
 
To 
41:35 

Task leader: “Which type does it 
say it should be?” 
 
“Type! Nee...”  
“Type! Noo...” 

 
 
Still confused over what type it should be, 
even after choosing the correct one. 
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Appendix P7. Participant 7, System Configurator 

This test participant was a Swedish speaking systems configurator of type Solution            

Integration Engineer. Translations to English (where applicable) was made by the thesis            

authors. 

 

Legend 

A description of the graphical notation used by the video recording program Kaltura to              

indicate different mouse events. 

The timestamps are in minutes and seconds (min:sec) 

Symbol Description 

Yellow ring Marks mouse position while mouse is 
moving. Disappear when mouse is still 

Blue dot Indicates the left mouse button being 
pressed (mouse down) 

Blue ring Indicates release of left mouse button 
(mouse up) 

Red dot / ring Right mouse button (down / up) 

 

Alpha version 

Time Data Description 

01:00 
 
 

“Försökte ju se hela flödet där 
men ser ju bara en bit eller så fick 
man på den själv”  
“Tried to see the entire flow but 
you see just a piece or you do it 
yourself” 

Confusion about how to move around the 
sandbox 
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Time Data Description 

04:39  Participant starts looking at the palette trying       
to figure out what to do. 
 
Hovered over “create task” without seeing it. 

Time Data Description 

06:04 
 
To  

“Nej” 
“No” 
 

Hovered over the palette once again in search        
for the create task. 
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06:25 

 

Time Data Description 

08:24 “Create task” Found the create task tool in the palette. 

Time Data Description 

09:58 
 

 
 

Started looking at the context pad for a 
change type tool 
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Test leader: “Do you think you 
could try out the different tools if 
there is one, to see how they 
work?” 

 
 

Time Data Description 

10:28 Test leader: “Does it say anything      
about the type?” 
 
“Ja, detta är ju…” 
“Well, this is... 

Opened the wrench icon 
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Time Data Description 

10:54 
 
 
 
 

“Frågan är om det finns något som 
har med validation att göra?”  
“The question is if there is 
anything to do with validation?” 

Opened context pad 
 
Participant seems to have a really hard time 
knowing what to do. 

Time Data Description 

12:10 Test leader: Did it say anything 
about the type? 

 

12:28 “Service task.. service task… 
frågan är vad en service task är för 
något” 
“Service task.. service task… the 
question is, what’s a service 
task?” 
 

The user has problems finding the proper 
way to create a Service Task. Most likely 
searching in the palette for something named 
Service Task 
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Time Data Description 

12:48 
 
 

*User manages to set the type to 
service task* 
*User attempts to drop the Service 
Task on top of an existing 
connection* 

To attempt to solve the connection , the user 
tries to drop the recently created Service 
Task on top and between the existing 
connection. The action gets rejected by the 
modeler. 

Time Data Description 

12:56 *User attempts to drag the The modeler does not connect the arrows, 
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to 
13:16 

existing connection line down to 
on top of the service task* 

but instead, the connection line goes in a 
straight line through the Service task 

Time Data Description 

14:13  
Test leader: Is there a way to 
choose an implementation? 

When participant confused about if it is a 
service task or not. 
 
Needed hint to understand how to find the 
java class in the implementation field. 
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Time Data Description 

15:45 
 
 

“Men hur man knyter det, till 
flödet vet jag inte”  
“But how I connect it to the flow, 
that I do not know” 

Wondering about how to connect the task to 
the existing flow. 

Time Data Description 

16:20 Test leader: What are you thinking 
now? 
 
“Jag vill ha en pil från.. Den här 
rutan till den, och sedan från den 
till den” 
“I want to have an arrow from… 
this box here to this one, and then 
from there to that” 

 
 
Participant showing how he wants his 
connections to be. 
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Time Data Description 

21:20 
To 
22:28 

“Ja..” 
“Well...” 
 
“Mm, nu vet jag inte om den där        
ehm..” 
“Mm, now I don’t know if that,       
ehm…” 

Participant is a bit frustrated with the esthetic        
of the connections 
 
 

 

Time Data Description 
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25:31 
To 
25:49 

“Men jag ser inte att man kan göra 
någon input parameter.”  
“But I cannot see that you can do 
any input parameter.” 
 
Test leader: “Do you think there 
are other tabs you can 
investigate? ” 

Participant is on the general tab. 
Has trouble finding the input/output tab. 
 
 

25:56 
 
 

*Navigates to input/output tab* 
“Input parameter service type” 
“Och den gick inte att välja” 
“And that could not be selected” 

Tried to find a choice where ServiceType 
could be selected. 

Time Data Description 

26:19 
To 
26:31 

 Added and removed the newly created input       
parameters. 
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Time Data Description 

30:50 
 
To 
 
31:15 

“Ok, klickar på bpmn diagram då” 
“Ok, I click on BPMN diagrams 
then” 
*Does not click it* 
 
“Download, står ingenting om 
download” 
“Download, says nothing about 
download” 
 
*Finds and reads the download 
label* 
“Där står download” 
“There it says download” 
 
*Reading the info popup* 
“BPMN-download button in the 
editor...” 
 
*Finds and clicks the correct 
button* 

A bit confused about how to download, 
expected a button with the text “Download”. 
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Beta version 
From 49:13 to 01:06:14 

Time Data Description 

50:54 
 
 

“Här var det inte så mycket att 
välja på. Det var mycket mer 
verktyg och grejer på förra, vilket 
var klart förvirrande” 
”Here there was not so much to 
choose from. It was a lot more 
tools and stuff on the previous, 
which was clearly confusing” 

About the changes from alpha to beta version 
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Time Data Description 

52:55 “Men jag kan inte göra deploy för 
den är röd så då är det väl något 
som är fel då” 
“But I can’t do deploy because it 
is red so then I guess something is 
wrong” 

Had issues with the deploy button being red, 
red means somethings wrong. 
 
Test leader: “Kan det finnas nån annan 
anledning till varför deploy är röd?” 
 

Time Data Description 
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53:34 
 
To 
 
54:35 

Test leader: “Vad tror du händer 
om du trycker på deploy trots att 
den är röd?” 
Test leader: “What do you think 
happens it you press deploy 
anyway, despite it being red? 
 
*Clicks the Deploy button* 
“Nu ska vi se… Ja, den sa 
success” 
“Let’s see… Well it said success” 
 
“Men frågan är varför den var 
röd...?”  
“But the question is why it was 
red...?” 
 
“Måste ha något namn, kanske? 
...Näe” *Enters a name* 
“Must have a name, perhaps? 
...Nope” 
 
“Nej ser jag inte varför den är röd 
faktisk” 
”No, I do not see why it is red 
actually” 
 
“Ja den sparade ju iaf… påstår 
den” 
“It saved anyway ... it claims” 

Pressing the red deploy but suspicious about 
it actually being done due to the red color. 
Tried to fix the problem with different 
solutions such as changing name, looking at 
extensions to see if something's missing. 
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Appendix P9. Participant 9, System Configurator 

Test person was an English speaking systems configurator of type Solution Integration            
Engineer. 
 
Legend 

A description of the graphical notation used by the video recording program Kaltura to              

indicate different mouse events. 

The timestamps are in minutes and seconds (min:sec) 

Symbol Description 

Yellow ring Marks mouse position while mouse is      
moving. Disappear when mouse is still 

Blue dot Indicates the left mouse button being      
pressed (mouse down) 

Blue ring Indicates release of left mouse button      
(mouse up) 

Red dot / ring Right mouse button (down / up) 

 

Alpha version 

Alpha: Landing page 
From 00:00 to 02:35. 
 
Scenario: Sandbox scrolling 
Tags: Issue, Navigation, Control 

Time Data Comments / Analysis 

00:40 “what?” Confused when accidentally zooming in     
sandbox editor when expecting to scroll the       
page.  
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Scenario: Landing page confusion 
Tags: Navigation, Consistency 

Time Data Comments 

00:53 “Hmm, I’m just wondering… 
Introduction… introduction to 
what?” 

In the sandbox area on the landing page the 
heading “Introduction” caused confusion 
since it was not clear why it was there. 

01:22 “It is quite weird that it says 
Introduction over here and sandbox 
over here” 

This was a miss/oversight from design, the 
intention was that both labels should read 
Sandbox. 
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01:30 “This is... I assume that I can play        
around... ‘Feel free to play around      
with it’, not sure still… What I’m       
playing around with.” 

Confused over what the sandbox is for. 

 
Scenario: Summary of first impressions (Landing page) 
Description: Participant describe issues experienced in the different areas of the landing page. 
Tags: Visibility, Affordance 

Time Data Comments 

02:10 “The first look and feel that I am        
looking at it, is a bit weird to me. This          
box ending out here. I don’t know if it         
is talking of these tasks, or is id the         
name of this one that I can already play         
with?” 

Many of the problems seem to be       
related to the properties panel in the       
sandbox. 

02:20 “And then documentation here, and     
then I have documentation at the end of        
the page. Not sure...” 

Referring to the documentation box in      
the properties panel. 
The screenshot below show the     
documentation at end of the page and is        
from 01:17. 
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Alpha: Task 1 
04:14 to 21:32. 
 
Scenario: Navigating to the flow configuration page 
Description: Some confusion about how to navigate to the flow configuration page and             
landing page navigation in general. 
Tags: Navigation 

Time Data Comments 

04:22 “I am not sure this is the same thing?         
Err, perhaps it is the same... ‘configure’       
” 
 
“I mean it is quite weird that they are         
under the same...“ 
 
“Are they the same as up here or why         
do we need it twice here” 

Confused about which link that was the       
correct one. 
 
Test leader: “What makes you confused      
about if they are the same?”  
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04:51 *Click lower ‘Subscription 
Management’ link* 
“I assume it’s the same tab..” 
“If I go back...” 
*Press the back button in the browser* 
*Clicks the upper ‘Configure 
subscription management’ link* 
“Yeah, it should be the same” 
*Press the back button in the browser, 
returning to the landing page* 

Tests both links and conclude that they       
seem to go to the same page. 

05:02 “But why do we need them once here...        Talking about the other links on the       
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and these two are the ones here. And        
they are already even available there      
without clicking on anything” 
“So you have three ways of reaching       
these ones: here, here and here or       
scrolling down” 

landing page: Introduction, Sandbox &     
Documentation. 

05:42 “This is the only item where I can click         
so i guess this is where I should be” 

Talking about the Flow Configuration     
page. 
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Scenario: Makeshift undo/reset 
Description: Accidentally add things to the flow without knowing how to remove them.             
Figures out a way to do it by switching to another flow and back again. 
Tags: Recovery, Constraints, Control 

Time Data Comments 

08:50 “Uhum...” 
“That’s not good…” 

Sighing when adding more things to the       
flow without knowing how to remove      
them. 
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08:57 *sigh* 
“Can I go backwards?”  
“No.” *snickers* 

Scans the page for some way to       
undo/remove the object. 

09:18 
To 
09:20 

“Ok” *snickers a bit* Participant went from one subscription     
to another to undo changes. 
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Scenario: Changing type to service task (finding the “Change type” menu ) 
Description: User had problems finding and understanding the “change type” wrench icon in             
the context pad. Hovered over it several times before seeing it. Some further problems with               
finding the service task alternative among other alternatives in the wrench icon submenu. 
Tags: Visibility, Navigation, Affordance, Issue, Alpha, Context pad, Control 

Time 
mm:ss 

Data Comments 

14:33 Mumbling, confused over the 
alternatives in context pad until 
finding the “change type option“ 

Problems finding and understanding the 
“change type” wrench icon in the context 
pad. Hovered over it several times without 
seeing it 

 

14:38 Moves task object, keeps 
looking. 

Probable reason for moving: to see context 
pad better. (See next screenshot for the 
position it was moved to) 

14:41 Reads tooltips out loud: 
“Remove, … change type!” 
Clicks the change type option: 
“Jaha?!” 

Makes surprised and annoyed sound when 
the menu opens. 
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Time Data Description 

14:48  
 
 

Problems finding the service task alternative      
among other alternatives in the wrench icon       
submenu 

 

14:52 “... there it was!” Finds and click correct type 
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Scenario: Missing undo 
Tags: Issue, Recovery, Consistency, Familiarity 

Time Data Comments 

15:27 Deletes an object 
“Oj!” 

Results in also deleting the connection to it. 

15:32 Right clicks 
“I am searching for something... 
Umm I don’t know… ‘back’ 
button, something” 
 
“Yeah” 

Searched for an “Undo” button keyboard 
binding (like ctrl+z).  
 
 
Test leader: “Like an undo?” 
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15:44 Looks through the tool palette, 
reading the tooltips. 

Does not find what (s)he’s looking for 

 
Scenario: Connection tool 
Description: Problems understanding how the connection tool work in the BPMN modeler. 
Tags: Control, Visibility, Connections, Issue, Alpha 

Time Data Comment 

16:04 
to 
16:54 

Looks through the options in 
the context pad 

Looking for a way to connect objects. 

16:54 “Okay” 
Finds the connection tool in the 
context pad 

 

16:54
to 
17:02 

*Sighing* Make several failed attempts at using the 
connection tool. Tries to connect the lines 
without dragging it completely to the other 
service task, resulting in a failure to connect. 
Screenshots from 17:01 to 17:02. 
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17:03 “Augh!” Loud irritated sigh when connection fails and 
tool is dropped upon click. 

17:14 Manages to successfully 
connect the two objects. 
“There!” 

Note the 11 seconds gap in time from 17:03. 
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17:21 “If I want it again…” Starts making the other connection 
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17:25 *Click (mouse down)* 
*Drag* 
*Release (mouse up)* 

Seems to expect the arrow to connect on mouse         
release, not on press. 
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17:30 “It’s quite frustrating… when it     
disappears” 

Still having problems 

 
Scenario: Fix wrong way connection 
Description: Tried to add arrow from “wrong” service task, causing the arrows direction to              
point the opposite way. The scenario documents how the user attempts to solve the situation. 
Tags: Control, Issue 

Time Data Comment 
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17:47 Drags the head of the arrow to       
the tail 

Probably an attempt to reverse direction. 
Nothing happens. 

17:49 “The arrow, I wanted it the      
other way” 
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17:52 “Does that mean I can reuse      
this or what?” 

Does not click the menu, just contemplating 

17:54
to 
18:00 

• Selects the connection and     
investigates options in menu 
• Selects “Conditional Flow” 

Screenshot at 18:00 
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18:01 Deletes the connection  

18:03 
to 
18:08 

• Selects the “Json to Java      
task” 
• Makes a new connection     
attempt that fails 
• Tries again 

Fails due to same issue as earlier  
(released too early and drops the connection) 

18:11 “Okay!” Manages to make the intended connection 
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Alpha: Task 2 
22:42 to 34:18. 

 
Scenario: Parameters in properties panel 

Tags: Feedback, Affordance, Familiarity 

Time Data Comments 

29:13  Missed out to change the default name       
in the “input parameter name” section. 
Needed help to understand that it      
needed to be changed. 

29:46 “It is weird that it has something by        
default there… Assumed that that is      
something that you definitely have to      
label” 

When realizing that the parameter name      
should be added. 
Disliked parameter name being    
auto-generated (because it needed to be      
specified manually). 

 

 
Scenario: Download 
Tags: Consistency, Familiarity, Control 

Time Data Comments 

33:17  Hesitated on the download, what to      
press. Tried to press the download text       
to download it. 
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33:28 “Oh!” 
When asked on why surprised : 
“I was thinking about...if it’s gonna ask       
me where it’s gonna save.”  
“Instead it only downloaded it, like any       
other file on internet.” 

Was surprised when the file was      
downloaded without a question of     
where to download it. 

 

 

Alpha: Task 3 
34:50 to 43:48. No notable issues. 
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Alpha: Task 4 
44:12 to 49:50. 
 
Scenario: Upload 
Tags: Control, Recovery 

Time Data Comments / Analysis 

44:20 
44:29 
To 
45:42 

“Oi” 
“There it was” 
“Ehh, should i click on it?” 

Tried to upload by pressing the      
download button 
Then tried to upload by pressing the       
info text 
Needed to get help in order to find the         
tooltip (44:55) 

45:05 
45:42 

“I think it’s weird to have it here, if I          
should just drag and drop it.”  
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Beta version 

Beta: Task 1 
52:47 to 58:37. 
 
Scenario: Deploy button 
Tags: Familiarity 

Time Data Comments / Analysis 

53:00 “Oh this is red!, I don’t like red, the         
thing is like error” 
 
“Feels like something is wrong when      
you see red” 

Reaction to the red deploy button in the        
beta version 
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Scenario: Discovering beta maximize/minimize editor functionality 
Tags: Positive, Consistency, Issue, Visibility 

Time 
mm:ss 

Data Comments 

53:24 “I still don’t like this one. Can       
I close this one, somehow?” 

Participant is referring to either the whole editor        
pane or to the properties panel. Has previously        
complained about having too little space to work        
in. 

53:27 “Now! I found it, finally! Found and clicked the maximize button. 
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53:48 Finds and clicks the minimize     
button 

After this the participant maximize and      
minimize several times, trying out the new       
functionality. 
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54:24 Clicks the maximize button 
again  
“This one, is my favorite 
now!” 

After maximizing and minimizing several times. 

 
Scenario: Move with keyboard 
Tags: Issue, Consistency 

Time Data Comments 

54:44 “What I’m missing is that I want Trying if keyboard bindings work. Sighs in 
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to 
55:12 

to move this with mouse, I mean 
with keyboard” 
“Can I do that or...?” 
“Is it possible to... hold shift and 
just move stuff around?” 
“I mean after you have worked 
with it a bit, you feel like 
confident to do it without mouse. 
You want to be able to do that...” 

frustration when it doesn’t work.. 

 

Beta: Task 2 
58:54 to 01:02:44. No notable issues. Did not have time for beta task 3 & 4. 
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Appendix P10. Participant 10, System Configurator 

This test participant was a Swedish speaking system configurator of type Business            

Configuration Engineer. Translations to English (where applicable) was made by the thesis            

authors. 

 

Legend 

A description of the graphical notation used by the video recording program Kaltura to              

indicate different mouse events. 

The timestamps are in minutes and seconds (min:sec) 

Symbol Description 

Yellow ring Marks mouse position while mouse is      
moving. Disappear when mouse is still 

Blue dot Indicates the left mouse button being      
pressed (mouse down) 

Blue ring Indicates release of left mouse button      
(mouse up) 

Red dot / ring Right mouse button (down / up) 

 

Beta version 

Time Data Description 

04:06 
To 
04:28 

“Skall vi bara se vart den skall in 
nu”  
“Let’s just see where to enter this 
now ” 
*Going through input/output tab 
to find ‘Java implementation’* 
 
“Skulle ha en… Java 
implementation. Borde det ju vara 
en Java klass” 
“Was supposed to have a… Java 
implementation. Then it should be 
a Java class ” 

Participant had some trouble finding the Java 
class implementation textbox. 
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Time Data Description 

04:45  Had some issues with the connections. Tried 
to move one connection to another side of 
the service task 
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05:04 
To 
 
05:20 

“Jaha, då blir den sådan då”  
“Right, that’s how it’ll be then” 
*When succeeding with 
connection but not as intended* 

Tried to use the “move tool” to create new 
connection after deleting the old one. 
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Time Data Description 

05:34 “A då sparar jag då”  
“Ah then I save this” 
“Antar att jag skall spara här”  
“I guess I should save here” 

Tried to Save flow by saving as svg  
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Time Data Description 

08:12 Ah där var en sådan 
“Ah there was one of those” 

When finding the dust-bin icon used for 
removing item. 

 

 
 

Time Data Description 

08:23 “Skall vi se här, skall ha... en 
service typ här, skall vi se vart 
man kan koppla ihop dem då.” 
“Now let’s see, should have… a 
service type here, let’s see where 
we can connect those two“ 

Looking for service type in properties panel 
without having the service task selected. 
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Time Data Description 

08:46 “Jaha… eller jo” 
“Ok...or? Yes” 

Attempted to add java implementation class 
in diagram properties instead of on service 
task. This altered the name of the diagram 
but the change is not visible anywhere on the 
page. Didn’t break anything but didn’t solve 
the given problem either. 
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Time Data Description 

09:00 “Ok, då skall vi får till lite 
servicar” 
“Ok, let's get/fix some services” 

Started to look for services in extensions tab 
in properties panel 

 

 

Time Data Description 

09:12 *Participant looking at 
extensions* 

Test leader: “Vad är det du redigerar just 
nu?” (“What are you editing right now? ) 
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Time Data Description 

09:45 “Task, jag behöver en task, där” 
“Task, I need a task, there it is” 

Understood that a task needed to be chosen. 

 

 

Time Data Description 

09:50 *Navigates to input/output tab. 
Then to Extensions tab and then 
back again to input/output tab.* 

With a task selected. 
 

10:06 *clicks the input parameter 
field/text box* 
“Service type input parameter… 
hmm...” 
*starts typing* 
*clicks at input parameter field 
once more* 

Seems confused on how to add parameters. 

10:14 *continues types on keyboard* 
 
“Nehe, går inte skriva här” 
“Nope, cannot write here” 

Trying to add parameter by typing on 
keyboard. 
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10:17 
 
to 
 
10:23 

*Finds and presses the add button 
(+) top left of the input parameter 
field* 
 
“Det är defaultgrejer det här antar 
jag”  
“This is default things I suppose” 

 
 
 
Wondering about the things that appeared 
after clicking the add button. 
Didn’t change the parameter name. Went 
through the options in the type dropdown. 

 

 

Time Data Description 
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12:19 “Det ser ut som script-typer och 
då tror man antagligen att det är 
ett script som kommer där nu, att 
den är default”  
“It looks like script types, and 
then you assume that it’s probably 
a script coming there, that it is 
default” 

About the input parameter name being 
auto-generated 

12:41 “Det var förvirrande... Antingen 
så borde det stå exempel eller så 
borde det vara tomt”  
“That was confusing, either it 
should be an example or it should 
be empty” 

About the input parameter name being 
auto-generated 

 

 

Time Data Description 

23:09 
To 
23:26 

“Så...”  
“So…” 
 
“Nu sparade ju inte jag den”  
“Now I never saved that one” 

Hovering over upload info text. Trying to 
find an upload button 
 
Going back and forth from the info bubble to 
“download BPMN diagram” button. 

23:30 Test Leader: “Are you sure you 
didn't save it?” 
 
“Ja, jag lät den ju va” 
“Yes, I left it as it was” 

Participant confused about disappearing 
changes from earlier tasks. 
 
Participant have saved the changes to disk 
but seems to have forgotten that. 
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Test leader: “Have you tried 
looking for it? In Windows 
explorer? 

Needed some help to get to what the task is 
all about. (Upload and continue work) 

 

24:14 “Men då borde jag kunna få upp 
den här” 
“But then I should be able to get it 
up here” 

After being able to open camunda flow in 
offline camunda editor.  
 
Trying to find a button in the prototype. 
Hover over the info bubble. 
 
Then tried to click the camunda logo in the 
bottom right corner. 

 

Time Data Description 

24:41 “Förstorade jag någonting här?” 
“Did I enlarge something here?” 
 
“Såja” 
“There we go!” 

Accidentally pushed the maximize button 
when trying to close logo text. 
 
When minimizing window 
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Time Data Description 

25:36 
 
To 
 
26:03 

“Jag skulle inte vilja bara göra… 
Jag vill också kunna välja att 
hämta den.”  
”I would not just do ... I want to 
be able to download it.” 
 
“Jag skulle vilja ha att, eh en 
sådan knapp”  
”I'd like to have, eh one of those 
buttons” 
 
“Det är man så van vid att göra” 
“That’s how one is used to doing” 

Succeeded with uploading file from 
“downloads” 
 
 
 
Not very pleased, wanted an upload button 
where the option could be chosen. 
 
 
 
Having a button where the alternatives can 
be chosen. 
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Alpha version 

Time Data Description 

38:28 “Oh här var mer fancy grejer” 
“Oh here were more fancy stuff” 

When the participant saw the different 
choices in the palette in the Alpha version 

 

39:35  Looking through the context pad 
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Time Data Description 

41:45 
 
To 
 
44:32 

*whistling* 
 
“Den är nog här kanske” 
“It is probably here, maybe” 
 
 
Manages to solve the problem 
after a while 

Looking for the Java implementation choice 
(without changing the task to a service task)  
 
Hovering over the icons in the context pad 
and the “change type” icon.  
 
Opened the change type icon without seeing 
“Service task” 
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Time Data Description 

45:54 “Och så skall jag deploya… nehe 
det står create” 
“And then I should deploy, eh no? 
It says create” 

When wanting to deploy the flow the 
participant hesitated due to the name not 
being deploy. Then pressed it anyway. 
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